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Abstract
Electromagnetic inverse scattering based permittivity prole estimation is one of the most
promising techniques for object imaging and material characterization today. Electro-
magnetic scattering tomography at the microwaves and THz frequency range is ideal for
medical imaging since all parts of the human body are naturally non-magnetic and di-
electric, and millimeter and sub-millimeter waves can penetrate inside dielectrics. How-
ever, because electromagnetic inverse scattering problems are ill-conditioned and ill-posed,
electromagnetic inverse scattering has not yet been successfully implemented in many po-
tential application areas, particularly clinical imaging. This dissertation presents a new
formulation, a novel concept, and an eective implementation procedure to alleviate these
problems and hopefully shorten the gap between the current state-of-the-art and real ap-
plication adaptation as well as to improve the electromagnetic inverse scattering technique
in general.
This dissertation presents a new formulation of the electromagnetic inverse scattering
problem based on a discrete modal analysis. This was achieved by projecting the scattered
electric eld and the volume equivalent current source (VECS) into a subspace spanned
by the singular vectors obtained from the spatial Green's function of the near-eld scat-
tering tomography (NFST) system representation. Dierentiating between the signicant
singular values and the less signicant ones is an important step. The scattered electric
eld coecients are bounded and stable, while the VECS coecients are not stable in the
new subspaces since the singular values of the Green's function modal representation start
decaying very rapidly beyond a certain threshold. Minimizing the mean square error of
the estimated scattered electric eld or the estimated permittivity prole is used to nd
the threshold. The singular vectors above the threshold are considered as the radiating
iii
singular vectors; VECS projected into the radiating orthogonal source vectors are called
the radiating VECS. The contrast factor calculated by the radiating VECS is called the ra-
diating contrast factor. The expected radiating contrast factor is constructed by repeating
the measurements at dierent angles and/or frequencies. Then, the radiating permittivity
prole and radiating conductivity prole of the object under test (OUT) are obtained. In
fact, the expected radiating radiating contrast factor carries important information about
the OUT. The experimental results show that the OUT boundary information is embedded
into the expected radiating contrast factor of the region of interest.
Moreover, this dissertation proposes a novel approach for solving the electromagnetic
inverse scattering problem to make the solution unique by introducing the non-radiating
contrast factor and the non-radiating objective function. Decomposing the contrast factor
of the region of interest into two complementary parts, the radiating contrast factor and the
non-radiating contrast factor, improves the ill-posed nature of the electromagnetic inverse
scattering problem. Since the radiating permittivity prole is visible, and the non-radiating
permittivity prole is invisible from the view point of the outside observer, the boundary of
the OUT is determined rst by using the aforementioned radiating contrast factor obtained
from the measurement outside of the OUT. Then, the electromagnetic properties of the
OUT are estimated { with sucient accuracy { by minimizing the non-radiating objective
function. The electromagnetic properties of the low-contrast and high-contrast OUT can
be successfully estimated by the proposed approach as demonstrated through extensive
simulations conducted in noisy environments.
Furthermore, this dissertation introduces a new planar NFST system. The planar NFST
system calibration and operational procedures are discussed. The proposed planar NFST
system is the rst scattering tomography system implemented at the W-band frequency
range in free space without the need for an Anechoic chamber or water as the background
medium. Eliminating the multipath eects in the system enables us to make the incident
eld measurement process fast and quite eective since the eld is measured in the absence
of the OUT only once. The planar NFST system reconstructs the expected radiating
contrast factor of the region of interest, determines the boundary of the OUT, characterizes
the material, and provides the electromagnetic properties of the low-contrast and high-
contrast OUT. The experimental results validate the performance of the implemented
iv
planar NFST system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
The near-eld scattering tomography (NFST) system is a promising alternative to ex-
isting imaging modalities. The need for an alternative imaging modality to complement
existing medical imaging modalities is undeniable in today's medical health care practice
[39, 99, 105]. Currently, biological tissue screening and examinations are done by means of
magnetic resonance, computed tomography (CT), X-ray, and ultrasound imaging modal-
ities. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is good for imaging soft tissues but not hard
tissues (i.e. bones or teeth). CT scans are used for imaging and diagnosis of hard tissues,
but not soft tissues in practice [59]. When it comes to dental imaging, CT scans are not
recommended because CT would deliver too high a dose of ionizing radiation to a patient's
head [59, 98]. Ultrasound cannot be used for imaging inside of hard tissues but can be
used for imaging the outer surface of hard tissues [1]. Since all parts of the human body
are naturally non-magnetic and dielectric, and millimeter and submillimeter (microwaves
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and THz) waves can penetrate inside dielectrics, many microwave imaging systems were
developed [4, 19, 21, 39, 40, 41, 61, 65, 67, 73, 74, 80, 81, 82, 89, 99] to meet the high
demand for an alternative imaging modality.
The proposed permittivity prole estimation based on electromagnetic inverse scatter-
ing enables one to reconstruct a scatterer 5-dimensional (5D) image: permittivity, conduc-
tivity (gray-scale) and spatial information (X,Y,Z) [104, 105] while the imaging modalities
based on holography, spectrometry, or spectroscopy are eective in surface and subsurface
imaging. Electromagnetic inverse scattering based permittivity prole estimation is possi-
ble in all ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum: X-ray, ultraviolet, visible light, infrared,
terahertz, and microwave. To date, technological limitations have made permittivity pro-
le estimation based on electromagnetic inverse scattering feasible only at Terahertz and
microwave frequencies. Permittivity prole estimation has many potential applications
such as medical imaging [31, 53, 80, 81, 82, 111, 114, 115], cancer diagnosis and treatment
[58, 77, 80], pharmaceutical production [108, 111], remote sensing, radio-astronomy [97],
industrial quality control [69], and security [69].
In this dissertation, the author's focus is on the electromagnetic inverse scattering al-
gorithm in the frequency domain. The existing methods for solving the electromagnetic
inverse scattering problem in the frequency domain are categorized under two main ap-
proaches: radiating and non-radiating.
The radiating approach takes into consideration only the radiating part of the total
volume equivalent current source (VECS). The radiating VECS is also known as the min-
imum energy solution [90, 91]. The nonlinear inverse scattering formulation is converted
into a linear system of equations by replacing the internal total electric eld with the in-
cident electric eld. The resulting linear equation can be solved for the radiating part
of the VECS by means of the pseudo-inverse, mean square error [68, 85], singular value
decomposition (SVD)[78], regularization, statistical [7, 24], or Fourier (holography) [117]
based approaches. The radiating part of the VECS satises the scattering equations for
inside and outside a very low-contrast object. However, while the radiating part of the
VECS correctly generates the external scattering eld, it fails to provide a reliable estimate
of the internal scattered eld for high-contrast objects when using scattering equations.
Many researchers have tried to employ optimization techniques, such as a conjugate
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gradient [23, 70, 109], the Newton-Kantrovich algorithm [58, 66, 93], the Gauss-Newton
[45, 83], or Genetic Algorithm [6], Markov Random Field models [24], simulated annealing,
and stochastic relaxation [7, 24], to minimize the error caused by the above approxima-
tion for high-contrast objects. However, another method for solving the electromagnetic
inverse scattering problem is to linearize the problem iteratively by solving for the internal
total electric eld using the invertible part of the electromagnetic scattering Green's func-
tion. Initializing the internal total electric eld with the incident eld in the rst iteration
transforms the scattering problem into a linear equation [27, 44, 45, 112, 113, 115]. In
the subsequent iterations, the permittivity and total electric eld are iteratively estimated.
The procedure continues until either the scattered eld estimation error or the contrast
factor estimation error drops below a certain threshold [27, 28, 32, 44, 45, 112]. The thresh-
old must rst be set heuristically [27, 28, 32, 75, 112]. The permittivity prole of an object
cannot be estimated with the radiating VECS alone. Signal-subspace optimization tech-
niques are reported for permittivity prole estimation by extending the radiating objective
function and minimizing the noise eects [25, 26, 76].
The second approach includes the non-radiating VECS conned within the boundary of
the object under test (OUT). This approach involves the null space of the Green's function
matrix of the scattering problems [17, 29, 48, 49, 50, 84, 91]. The internal scattered eld
inside an object is unmeasurable, and the non-radiating VECS cannot be obtained by
using the invertible part of the Green's function operator in the aforementioned linearized
iterative schemes. To the best of the author's knowledge, no approach based on the non-
radiating part of VECS for permittivity prole reconstruction has so far been proposed.
In this chapter, Section 1.2 presents the scattering and inverse scattering problems in a
general form and very briey reviews the historical literature on electromagnetic scattering
and electromagnetic inverse scattering. The important applications of permittivity prole
estimation based on electromagnetic inverse scattering are explained and compared to
existing imaging techniques in Section 1.3. The contributions of this research is stated
in Section 1.4, and then, the proposed system is outlined in Section 1.5. The proposal's
organization is laid out in Section 1.6.
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1.2 Electromagnetic Forward and Inverse Problems
Whereas the history of electromagnetic forward scattering problems goes back to the 17th
century, electromagnetic inverse scattering problems are relatively recent applications of
electromagnetic theory to imaging and remote sensing. Electromagnetic inverse problem
applications have been the subject of intensive research and technology development since
the early 20th century. These problems have been investigated in many disciplines: math-
ematics, physics, communication, and earth sciences. Generally speaking, electromagnetic
forward problems provide solutions for the external scattered elds outside an object using
the knowledge of the source and the scatterer; electromagnetic inverse problems deal with
the scatterer information provided that the excitation and the signal measured on the ob-
servation domain outside of the scatterer are known. The notions of forward and inverse
scattering in ultrasound and electromagnetic are well studied in [16, 35]. Electromagnetic
forward and inverse scattering problems are explained in the next two subsections in more
detail.
1.2.1 Electromagnetic forward problems
Electromagnetic forward problems essentially involve nding the unknown eld generated
by a known source in the presence of a number of objects (scatterers) and inhomogeneities
in a given environment. The relationships between the source and eld are usually well
dened, well-conditioned and well-posed. For example, an imaging system, depicted in
Figure 1.1, consists of the source, medium, object, and observation domain. The scattering
problem can be dened,
Escat = f(Jeq); (1.1)
where the Escat can be obtained by solving the electromagnetic forward problem (1.1)
provided that Jeq is the induced current source, which carries the object under test (OUT)
information, and f() represents the source-to-eld operation. In a standard electromagnetic
forward problem formulation, f and Jeq are known. In fact, the exact solution for forward
problems always exists and is unique.
4
Figure 1.1: A general imaging system
Many researchers have contributed to the formulation and solution of the electromag-
netic forward problem over the last four centuries. Snell, Newton, Huygen, and Fermat
greatly contributed to this problem by discovering a number of fundamental relationships
and laws such as Snell's law, Newton's ring, Huygens' principle, and Fermat's principle
in the 17th century [47, 110]. In the early 19th century, Young studied the wave interfer-
ence concept; Fresnel employed the second order approximation for formulating scatter-
ing problems [47]; and Maxwell completed the formulation of the electromagnetic theory,
which addresses both electromagnetic scattering and optical scattering wave phenomena
in a unied theoretical framework. In the late 19th century, Green presented a general
representation of the solution of electromagnetic dierential equations in terms of a prop-
erly constructed Green's function. At the same time, Floquet formulated the scattering
problem for a periodic structure. By using Green's theory, Sommerfeld presented the rst
order approximation [47] for the solution of the scattering problem. Richmond [94] applied
the VECS to scattering problems and veried the results for a dielectric circular cylinder.
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1.2.2 Electromagnetic inverse problem
Many scientists have carried out extensive research on this subject over the past century.
Radon proposed a transformation to reconstruct a function from the line integrals [92] in the
early 20th century. The rst inverse problem application involved ship collision avoidance in
foggy weather. Huelsmeyer used the measured scattered signal and located ships in foggy
weather to avoid collisions [11]. The U.S. Navy announced its radio detection and ranging
(RADAR) project in 1940. RADAR devices measure a scattered eld and estimate object
distance. In the late 20th century, inverse scattering and its applications grew rapidly.
The rst tomography reconstruction application was in radio-astronomy, as explored by
Bracewell [20]. Rosier and Klug [96] used Fourier's slice theorem to reconstruct a three
dimensional map of protein crystal structures by means of electron micrographs. Based
on Radon's transformation, the rst X-ray CT machine was implemented by Hounseld
[30]. Hounseld and Cormack won the Nobel Prize for developing the rst X-ray CT in
1979. Dines and Lytle [37] estimated the temporal and spatial distribution of attenuation-
rate variations in an underground urban mass transit site using a frequency of 50 MHz.
Adams and Anderson [3] reported microwave tomography using multiple views and multiple
projections, and then, compared the technique with the Fourier domain analysis. Bojarski
[18] reported a modied Fourier's transformation solution for solving the inverse scattering
problem.
Electromagnetic inverse problems involve retrieving the induced current source, the
internal electric eld, or the electromagnetic scattering properties of an object under test
from the measured scattered eld and the known incident eld. They are classied into
two main categories: inverse source problems and inverse scattering problems [16, 35].
Inverse source problems
An inverse source problem estimates the source induced inside the OUT by the known inci-
dent eld from the measured electric eld, and then, the estimated source is used to obtain
the scatterer information, such as the scatterer location, shape, electromagnetic proper-
ties, and the internal electric eld. The inverse source problems can be mathematically
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expressed by using Equation (1.1), which is
J = f 1(Escat): (1.2)
The solution to the inverse source problem is not unique, and the problem is ill-posed
[15, 16, 34]. To work around the ill-posedness of the inverse source problem, avoiding the
induced source estimation is recommended by [15, 16, 34, 36].
Inverse scattering problems
Inverse scattering problem is another alternative to solving an electromagnetic inverse
problem. The solution to the inverse scattering problem can be obtained by solving an
electromagnetic inverse problem directly for the OUT location, shape, or electromagnetic
properties and considering a priori [16].
1.3 Microwave and Terahertz Near-eld Scattering
Tomography Applications
Permittivity prole estimation based on electromagnetic inverse scattering in the millime-
ter and sub-millimeter wavelength range can have a wide range of applications due to their
penetration inside the bodies of living creatures and the non-ionizing property of elec-
tromagnetic elds. The applications include pharmaceutical products, medical imaging,
remote sensing, and industrial quality control. In the following subsections, important
applications are described in more detail.
1.3.1 Pharmaceutical
Microwave and THz near-eld scattering tomography(NFST) systems can be used in phar-
maceutical applications for non-destructive assessment to minimize the manufacturing cost
as opposed to traditional destructive testing on small samples after batch manufacture is
completed. The system can be used for online quality control in pharmaceutical manu-
facturing, namely, tablet analysis and time of release evaluation. To evaluate the uniform
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distribution of the drug within a tablet, the NFST system can also be used for detecting
counterfeit tablets from the genuine tablets. Furthermore, the time of release of drug can
be tested by evaluating the thickness of the tablet membrane thickness by the near-eld
scattering tomography system.
1.3.2 Medical imaging
The applications of permittivity prole estimation techniques in medical imaging include
dental radiology, kidney stone analysis, and breast cancer screening, as explained next.
Dental Radiology
The next application of permittivity prole estimation techniques is in dentistry for dental
tomography when the existing medical imaging techniques are unreliable. MRI scanners
are not appropriate for dental tomography as they are too expensive and not good at
imaging teeth. In comparison with MRI, CT scanners are an obvious choice for dental
radiology [98] but would deliver too high a dose of ionizing radiation to a patient's head to
be feasible [105, 107]. X-ray images are based on projections and do not provide explicit
three dimensional 3D information; thus, losing information during the transformation from
3D space to two dimensional 2D is unavoidable. For example, the lost information may
cause root canal length measurement errors from the real length or even missing a tooth
root located behind another when the two cannot be distinguished on an X-ray projection.
3D THz pulse imaging is another approach, which has its own challenge and diculties,
particularly for large size tooth samples [31]. Due to the urgent need for a safe, feasible,
and low cost dental imaging system, a European pilot project and the Japanese Accuitomo
project for dental clinical CT have been initiated [55]. The tooth samples are cut in half
and the sample images are obtained by conducting THz spectroscopy [31]. Cut into a
slice with a fraction of a millimeter thickness [53], the tooth sample is illuminated by
THz continuous waves, and a THz projection image of the sample is obtained. However,
THz spectroscopy and THz projection imaging can be used for surface and subsurface
imaging and are incapable of reconstructing the full 3D tomographic image of a tooth
under examination. Therefore, the NFST system can be used for reconstructing the four
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dimensional (4D) tomographic image of teeth and serve as an alternative to the existing
dental imaging modalities available today.
Kidney Stone Analysis
The analysis of kidney stones is very important in diagnosing and treating patients properly,
even after the removal of the stone from a patient's body. The existing technique uses
infrared spectroscopy, which requires grinding a stone rst before analysis because infrared
radiation has a short penetration depth, which is not enough for kidney stone analysis.
This grinding destroys spatial information. Kidney stones vary in size from that of a small
green bean up to a tennis ball and consist of a core that is covered with various hard
layers of shell over time. This core carries highly important information even though it can
be very tiny. The material identication of the core of kidney stones is more important
than the material identication of the surrounding shell, but the mass of a kidney stone
core is almost indistinguishable from the mass of the surrounding material, and so is easy
to overlook during spectroscopy analysis after the whole stone is ground up [33]. X-ray
radiation can be used to reconstruct absorption proles, but not for permittivity proles
due to its very short wavelength. MRIs cannot be used for kidney stone analysis because
kidney stones are rigid and have neither humidity nor hydrogen molecules. The shortfalls of
the existing tools make dental radiology and kidney stone diagnosis among the most urgent
applications of permittivity prole estimation based on electromagnetic inverse scattering,
particularly at the microwave and THz frequency ranges.
Breast Cancer Screening
Another application of permittivity prole estimation methods is in breast cancer screen-
ing. Mammographic screening performance severely declines with dense breast tissues,
while cancerous tumors grow more rapidly in dense breast tissue than in less dense breast
tissues [12]. Mammographic screening false-positive results are very expensive, both nan-
cially and emotionally [38]; whereas false-negative results prevent patients from getting
the right treatment at the critical time. Quoting directly from Buist [22]: \Understand-
ing why younger women have lower mammographic sensitivity than older women could
suggest ways to improve mammography for younger women or guide the development of
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other technologies for breast cancer screening among these women." A combination of
mammography and ultrasound does not improve breast cancer screening results [12], and
MRIs for breast cancer screening require injection of contrast agents. Such agents are not
suitable for all patients, and injecting them requires expertise [12]. The aforementioned
issues highlight the need for a new technology for breast cancer screening [12, 22, 38].
Permittivity prole estimation based on electromagnetic inverse scattering, particularly in
the microwave and THz frequency range, is a new technique that may be able to save lives
down the road.
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1.4 Contributions
In addition to a list of publications in Appendix A, the author's contributions to the area
of near-eld inverse scattering and scattering tomography over the period of his Ph.D.
research are summarized below.
 A new formulation for object imaging and material characterization based on the
electromagnetic inverse scattering is proposed. In fact, decomposing the contrast
factor into the radiating contrast factor and the non-radiating contrast factor allows
us to dene the non-radiating objective function for the rst time. The electromag-
netic properties of an OUT are estimated by minimizing the non-radiating objective
function. The search space dimension for permittivity prole estimation based on
the non-radiating objective function is half the search space dimension for permit-
tivity prole estimation based on the existing linearized objective function. The
Monte Carlo iterative algorithm is employed to minimize the non-radiating objective
function for permittivity prole estimation. Minimizing the non-radiating objective
function does also enable one to locate an OUT and calibrate the NFST system.
Moreover, the solution to the electromagnetic inverse scattering problem is formu-
lated based on a discrete modal analysis, and the scattered electric eld and the VECS
are projected onto the new subspaces spanned by the singular vectors obtained from
the spatial Green's function of the scattering system representation. Additionally,
two thresholds are dened and formulated to classify the VECS's orthogonal coe-
cients and singular vectors into three categories: radiating, non-radiating, and noise.
 A planar NFST and a cylindrical NFST are proposed to evaluate the aforementioned
method for object imaging and material characterization. The proposed planar NFST
system has been implemented and evaluated at the W-band frequency to overcome
multipath eects. Using a single and stationary transmitter makes the incident eld
measurement process of the system fast and eective. The cylindrical NFST system
has been also implemented, but yet to be tested.
The above contributions provide the initial background and allow us to create the
bases to focus on addressing the specic application needs discussed in the previous
section.
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1.5 The Proposed System
The focus of this dissertation is to image objects and characterize material by solving
the electromagnetic inverse scattering problem, and develop and/or implement a system
for proong the proposed concept in the frequency domain. A Planar NFST system is
proposed for object imaging and material characterization. The proposed planar NFST
system overcomes the multipath eects at the W-band frequency range in free space and
can be used to determine the electromagnetic properties of the low-contrast and high-
contrast OUT. The system can be used as a stand-alone system or in a hybrid mode
along with another imaging modality. In fact, the proposed NFST system can enable
(empower) an existing imaging modality to reconstruct an image with an extra dimension
namely permittivity in addition to conductivity and the X,Y, and Z spatial information. A
planar NFST system is implemented, and the system performance is veried by extensive
experiments; a cylindrical NFST system was implemented but was not experimentally
evaluated.
1.6 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 formulates the electromagnetic inverse scattering problem based on a discrete
modal analysis by projecting the scattered electric eld and the VECS into a new sub-
space spanned by the singular vectors obtained from the spatial Green's function of the
scattering system representation. The electromagnetic inverse scattering tomography prob-
lem is articulated, and then, a conventional boundary detection based on the gradient of
the reconstructed expected radiating contrast factor is described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4
introduces the non-radiating objective function by decomposing the contrast factor into
the radiating and the non-radiating parts, and proposes a new approach for the electro-
magnetic property estimation of the material by minimizing the non-radiating objective
function. The proposed planar NFST system and its operational procedure are presented
in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation and provides recommendations for
future work.
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Chapter 2
Electromagnetic Inverse Problem
Formulation
2.1 Introduction
Electromagnetic inverse problem based permittivity prole estimation is one of the most
promising techniques for imaging and material characterization to be used in medical
imaging and pharmaceutical non-destructive assessment applications particularly where
other existing alternatives are unreliable.
In the previous chapter, some of the important applications of the electromagnetic
inverse scattering, the electromagnetic forward problem, and the electromagnetic inverse
problem were discussed in a very general form. The knowledge of the source-to-eld op-
eration dened in Section 1.2.1 is essential for solving either an electromagnetic forward
problem or an electromagnetic inverse problem. The f(:) function can be derived by study-
ing wave propagation in a homogenous medium. Maxwell's equations are used to describe
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.1: (a) A planar and (b) a cylindrical electromagnetic scattering systems
the wave propagation within a medium and to derive the source-to-eld operation in Sec-
tion 2.2. The electromagnetic inverse source problem is analyzed by characterizing its
Green's function without any inversion in Section 2.3. The electromagnetic inverse source
problem is formulated in Section 2.4, and the inverse source problem stability is discussed
in Section 2.5. Section 2.6 presents the simulation results, and Section 2.7 summarizes the
chapter.
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2.2 Electromagnetic Scattering Formulation
In this section, the electromagnetic inverse problem formulation based on a discrete modal
analysis is discussed. Figure 2.1 shows the scattering tomography systems under considera-
tion. The values of the contrast factor distribution inside and outside an OUT are non-zero
and zero, respectively, if the OUT is considered within the region of interest (ROI) given
as OUT  ROI. The contrast of the relative permittivity of the OUT, r, is complex and
unknown. In the literature, the contrast factor used in this thesis, has been referred to with
various names: the \contrast of the relative permittivity" [112], the \dielectric contrast"
[58], the \electric contrast" [44], \contrast prole" [95], and the \contrast function" [87].
r is called the contrast factor, is a function of space in this thesis, and is dened as follows
provided that the free space is the background medium,
r(~r
0) = r(~r0)  1  j (~r0)!0 ; (2.1)
where r(:), 0, !, (:), and (~r
0) are the spatial relative permittivity ( called permittivity
prole), the free space permittivity , the angular frequency, spatial conductivity (called
conductivity prole), and the position vector locating a point within the ROI, respectively.
Since the location and boundary of the OUT are unknown, r is estimated over the ROI
from the electric eld measured on the observation domain, vobs, outside the ROI. Provided
that, in the ROI, the media have a homogenous magnetic permeability prole, the total
electric eld satises the complex vector wave equation [8, 56],
rr ~Escat(~r)  !200 ~Escat(~r) =  j! ~Jeq(~r0); (2.2)
where
~Jeq(~r
0) = j!0r(~r0) ~Etot(~r0); (2.3)
and ~Escat, ~Jeq, 0, and ~r
0 are the scattered electric eld vector, the VECS vector, the
free space permeability, and the position vector locating a point within the observation
domain, respectively. r represents the curl operation, and the scattered electric eld can
be obtained as follows [8, 56]:
~Escat(~r) =  j!
Z 
1 +
1
k2
rr

g(~r; ~r0) ~Jeq(~r0)d~r0; (2.4)
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where k is the wave number (!
p
), r is the gradient operator, r is divergence operator,
and g(~r; ~r0) is the scalar Green's function, g(~r; ~r0) = exp( jkj~r ~r
0j)
4j~r ~r0j .
2D case
The scattered eld generated by the VECS in a homogeneous medium for two dimensional
TMz can be obtained [56] as follows:
~Escat(~r) =  j!bz Z
ROI
Ga(~r; ~r
0)Jeq(~r0)d~r0; (2.5)
where Ga(~r; ~r
0) = H
(2)
0 (kj~r ~r0j)
4j
, and the VECS has a single component in bz direction ( ~Jeq =
Jeqbz). The scattered electric eld equation (2.5) can be discretized by dividing the ob-
servation domain into p measurement points and the ROI into the q number of elements.
By applying the Method of Moments (MOM) [57, 64], the scattered electric eld equation
(2.4) can be written in a matrix form:
Escat = Ge Jeq; (2.6)
where Escat is the p1 single-column matrix, and Jeq is the q1 total VECS single-column
matrix, dened as,
Jeq = j!0rEtot; (2.7)
Etot is the q  1 single-column matrix whose nth element is the average total electric eld
at the ROIn, the nth discretized element of the ROI; r is a q  q diagonal matrix whose
nth diagonal element is the average contrast factor at the ROIn; Ge is the p  q Green's
function matrix wherein the mth row and nth column element of the electric eld Green's
function matrix, Ge mn, is:
Ge mn =  j!
R
ROIn
Ga( ~rm; ~r
0)d~r0: (2.8)
Equation (2.4), (2.5), or (2.6) is referred to as the scattering equation. The successful
estimation of the contrast factor prole depends on the robustness of the solution to the
inverse source problem while the electromagnetic inverse source problem is inherently ill-
conditioned and ill-posed [14, 15, 91]. Within the context of this thesis, the inverse source
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problem conditioning represents how well the VECS or the contrast factor of an OUT can be
reconstructed from the electric eld outside of the OUT. An ill-conditioned inverse source
problem is very sensitive and is unstable due to the very small numerical error. Whereas,
posedness represents the uniqueness of a solution to the inverse scattering problem, the
ill-posedness of an inverse problem indicates that there exist innite solutions (trivial and
non-trivial) to the problem. The author discretized the electromagnetic inverse source and
scattering problems to address the above issues. A discretized inverse source problem is
studied, analyzed, and formulated in the next two sections in more detail.
2.3 Electromagnetic Inverse Source Problem and Anal-
ysis
Electromagnetic inverse source problems involve retrieving either the induced current
sources or the OUT information from the known incident elds and the scattered elds mea-
sured outside the source region, whereas electromagnetic scattering problems essentially
involve nding the unknown elds generated by a known source in a given environment.
The electric elds on the observation domain can be obtained from (2.4) as the solution
to the complex vector wave equation (2.2). The electric elds are determined by solving
(2.6) provided that the scattering object equivalent current source is discretized.
When VECS is unknown in (2.4) or (2.5), the problem is called the inverse source
problem and is ill-posed [15], and its solution is non-unique [91]. As depicted in (2.3),
VECS is related to the total eld inside the object and the dielectric constant of the
OUT at each source element. Unfortunately, the eld inside the OUT cannot be measured
directly. Since both the the dielectric constant of the OUT and the interior elds are
unknown, the electromagnetic inverse scattering problem (2.6) becomes non-linear and
more complex. The electromagnetic inverse scattering problem involves nding the VECS
from the known incident eld and the scattered eld measured on observation domain.
To determine the VECS using (2.6), the Green's function matrix should be inverted. The
inversion is possible if the Green's function matrix is invertible. The Green's function
matrices of electromagnetic inverse source problems are rank-decient and contain a non-
empty null space. The non-empty null space of the Green's function matrix conrms the
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Figure 2.2: The planar NFS system's GFCC
ill-posedness of the inverse source problem.
The numerical rank of the Green's function matrix can be used eectively to determine
the degree-of-uniqueness (DOU) of the solution to an inverse source problem. Plotting the
DOU of the Green's function matrices versus the number of source elements is called the
Green's function characterization curve (GFCC) in [100]. GFCC could be used to study
the impact of the important properties of the scattering system on the DOU without any
inversion. The resolution of the NFS system is the feasible element size estimated within
ROI based on the one-to-one correspondence, is inversely proportional to the square root
of the DOU, and is dened as
R 
p
s DOU
DOU
; (2.9)
where s is the area of ROI ([m2]). The GFCC can be used for analyzing an NFS system.
For example, if a planar NFS system has a 4:6  4:6 ROI, and Figure 2.2 shows the
system GFCC at 200 GHz, then the scattering resolutions would be 0:69 mm, 0:89 mm,
and 1:54 mm for the 100, 60, and 20 number of ROI elements, respectively.
The eects of the source-element distribution, observation-point distribution, and near-
eld measurement on the DOU of an NFS system are investigated in Section 2.6.2.
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2.4 Electromagnetic Inverse Scattering Problem For-
mulation
For solving an inverse source problem, it is necessary to work around the ill-posedness of
the problem, rst. To do so, the scattered eld and the VECS in the scattering equation,
(2.6), are projected [63] onto the new subspaces spanned by the new bases, ui, and vi,
respectively,
Escat m =
pX
i=1
iui m; m = 1; 2;    ; p (2.10)
Jeq n =
qX
i=1
ivi n; n = 1; 2;    ; q (2.11)
where Escat m is the m
th element of Escat; Jeq n is the n
th element of Jeq in (2.6); i
represents the i th complex coecient of the orthonormal basis of the scattered electric
eld; and i represents the i
th coecient of the orthonormal basis of the VECS. Equations
(2.10) and (2.11) represent the orthogonal expansions of the scattered electric elds and
the VECS's, respectively. i can be determined as follows:
i =
pX
m=1
uyi mEscat m; i = 1; 2;    ; p (2.12)
where (:)y represents the Hermitian transposition operation; ui m is the i th row element
of the mth column basis of the scattered elds, U; vi n is the i
th row element of the nth
column basis of the source, V; i is bounded and well behaved. The various VECS singular
vectors of an NFS system are presented in the 2D representation in Figure 2.3.
The VECS orthogonal coecient, i, can be obtained thus:
i =
i
si
; i = 1; 2;    ; q; (2.13)
where si represents the i
th diagonal element of S provided that the spatial Green's function
representation, G, is decomposed into the Green's function modal representation, S, and
two orthogonal matrices using the singular value decomposition as G = USVy.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 2.3: Source basis function for the (a) rst mode, (b) 5th mode, (c) 10th mode, (d)
15th mode, (e) 17th mode, and (f) 20th mode
2.5 Electromagnetic Inverse Scattering Source Prob-
lem Stability
To discuss the electromagnetic inverse scattering source problem, it is necessary to dieren-
tiate between the stable orthogonal basis and the unstable orthogonal basis of the unknown
source distributed within the ROI. Generally speaking, the i calculation in (2.13) is not
as straightforward as the i calculation in (2.12) because the si decays faster than the
corresponding i. The i stability directly depends on the si value. To discuss the i
stability, the si range is categorized into three sub-regions: radiating, non-radiating, and
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Figure 2.4: The singular values are classied into radiating, non-radiating, and noise cat-
egories.
noise by using two threshold indexes: LRAD and Lnoise as depicted in Figure 2.4.
The rst threshold index, LRAD, separates the radiating VECS bases and the non-
radiating VECS bases. The second threshold index, Lnoise, separates the non-radiating
VECS bases and the noise bases. Below the LRAD threshold, in the radiating sub-region,
both si and i are bounded and well behaved. For that reason, the author considers the
radiating part of the VECS when constructing the OUT contrast factor. Thus, (2.10),
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(2.11), (2.12), and (2.13) can be rewritten as follows:
ERAscat m =
LRADX
i=1
iui m m = 1; 2;    ; p (2.14)
JRAeq n =
LRADX
i=1
ivi n n = 1; 2;    ; q (2.15)
i =
pX
m=1
uyi mE
RA
scat m i = 1; 2;    ; LRAD (2.16)
i =
i
si
i = 1; 2;    ; LRAD (2.17)
If the non-radiating sub-region is represented by the spans of the bases with the indexes
between LRAD and Lnoise, si starts decaying very fast in the non-radiating sub-region.
Thus, i rises very rapidly as si starts decaying. The larger is dominates and aect the
results improperly if the non-radiating VECS properties are not taken into consideration.
In the noise sub-region, the si value uctuates around zero, with many sign changes. In
the sub-region, the inverse source problem is unstable.
The NFS system's noise level, Nlevel, is dened as follows:
Nlevel = qafpasm; (2.18)
where afp and asm are the central processing unit (CPU) oating-point relative accuracy
and the measurement sampling accuracy, respectively. Lnoise is the index of the system
noise level, and LRAD is the modal threshold and will be discussed below in detail. In
fact, the rst LRAD bases represent the radiating bases; the bases between LRAD + 1 and
Lnoise   1 represent the non-radiating bases; and the bases beyond Lnoise represent the
noise bases of the NFS system. The radiating part of the VECS is used to calculate the
radiating part of the contrast factor of an OUT from the scattered elds measured on the
observation domain (the non-radiating part of the contrast factor is addressed in [101]).
The radiating contrast factor is estimated entirely based on the radiating part of the VECS
(2.15), and is dened as
RAr n = J
RA
eq n=
 
j!0E
int RA
tot n

; n = 1; 2;    ; q (2.19)
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where JRAeq n and E
int RA
tot n are the corresponding radiating VECS and total electric eld at a
point, ~r0n, denoted by n. The radiating internal total electric eld, E
int RA
tot n is now dened
by
Eint RAtot (~r
0
n) = Einc(~r
0
n) + E
int RA
scat (~r
0
n); (2.20)
and
Eint RAscat (~rn) =  j!
Z
ROI
Ga(~r
0
n; ~r
0)JRAeq (~r
0)d~r0; (2.21)
where ~r0n is the position vector locating at the n
th element within the ROI, and ~r0 is
the vector pointing within the ROI. The OUT is rotated into N dierent orientations
(i; i = 1; 2;    ; N) and is illuminated at each orientation. The electric elds are measured
at vobs; the radiating VECS's, the total internal electric elds, and the radiating contrast
factors RAr n(i) of the OUT at each orientation are estimated.
To prevent solution instability, it is necessary to nd the LRAD threshold. The threshold
can be estimated using the MSE of the external scattered eld due to the approximated
radiating VECS [27] or contrast factor [112]. Both approaches are explained below.
MSE of the external scattered eld
The LRAD is obtained by minimizing the MSE of the external radiating scattered eld,
LRAD = arg
Lnoise
min
i=1

F (Eext RA iscat (~r))
	
; (2.22)
where F , is the cost function and is dened as
F (Eext RA iscat ) =
sPp
m=1[E
ext RA i
scat (~rm)  Eextscat(~rm)]2Pp
m=1[E
ext
scat(~rm)]
2
; (2.23)
and
Eext RA iscat (~rm) =  j!
Z
ROI
Ga(~rm; ~r
0)JRAD ieq (~r
0)d~r0; (2.24)
where ~rm is the position vector locating the m
th point on the observation domain, and
JRAD ieq (~r
0) is the radiating VECS obtained by considering the rst i bases considered in
(2.15).
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MSE of the contrast factor
The LRAD is obtained by minimizing the MSE of the approximated contrast factor,
LRAD = arg
Lnoise
min
i=1

F (Exp i)
	
; (2.25)
where F , is the cost function and is dened as
F (Exp i) =
vuutRROI [r(~r0)  Exp ir (~r0)]2d~r0R
OUT
[r(~r0)]2d~r0
; (2.26)
r(~r
0) is the contrast factor of a known sample (which is used within the calibration process
as explained in Section 5.1), and Exp ir (~r
0) is the expected radiating contrast factor when
the rst i bases are considered as the radiating modes which will be fully discussed in
Section 3.2. It is necessary to mention that the LRAD based on MSE of the contrast factor
is calculated only once in the NFS system calibration process while the LRAD based on
MSE of the external scattered eld can be obtained interactively prior to contrast factor
estimation process.
2.6 Simulation Results
This section's objective is to gain some insight into the properties of an NFS system by
simulation without solving any electromagnetic inverse scattering problems. Subsection
2.6.1 studies how adding a ne feature aects electromagnetic scattered elds at the dif-
ferent distances from an OUT. Subsection 2.6.2 investigates the eects of the NFS system
properties on the system DOU by using intensive simulations.
2.6.1 Electromagnetic scattering
In this subsection, two electromagnetic scattering problems were simulated to investigate
the eects of the scattered elds at dierent regions by adding a ne feature to the OUTs
structure. The scattered elds carry information about the OUT (scatterer). The scattered
elds lose some of the information about the OUT as the measurement domain moves away
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from the OUT. These elds, including the evanescent waves, lose their strength (power) as
they move away from the OUT. Evanescent waves propagate within the near-eld region
only and are not measurable beyond the region [32, 47]. Even though it is known that
evanescent waves do exist theoretically and are practically measurable in the near-eld
regions [32], the relationship between the ne features (the feature size < ) of the OUTs
structure and evanescent waves has not been either investigated or veried to the best of
the author's knowledge.
Solving electromagnetic scattering enables us to investigate the relationship between
the scattered elds and the ne features of the OUTs structure at dierent distances in
dierent regions. To do so, the dielectric rectangular cylinder with each side 6:4 shown
in Figure 2.5 (a) is illuminated with the plane wave at the 100GHz frequency using the
nite-element method, and the scattered elds are collected in the lower bound regions of
the reactive near-eld, radiating near-eld, Fresnel, and far-eld regions.
Next, the object was modied by removing a rectangular piece with the size 2 0:5
from the original structure as shown in Figure 2.5 (b). The simulation is repeated with the
modied object at the corresponding distances by illuminating the OUT with the plane
wave and collecting the scattered elds. Figures 2.5 (c), (d), (e), and (f) compare the
scattered elds due to the original object and the modied one at the dierent distances.
Table 2.1 summarizes the results. Shown in 2.5 (c), the scattered elds remain almost intact
in the far-eld region after adding the ne feature to the structure. As depicted in Table
2.1, the eect of the small feature is getting more tangible in the scattered elds in the
Fresnel and radiating near-eld regions. The ne feature added to the structure strongly
aects the scattered elds measured within the radiating near-eld. In fact, by using
reciprocity, such a feature has the highest probability of reconstruction in the radiating
near-eld region and the least probability of reconstruction in the far eld region. In other
words, even though the probe is assumed innitely small and has no interaction or cross-
talk with the OUT in this full wave simulation, the simulation results indicate that the
image reconstruction resolution could be degraded in the reactive near-eld region due to
the numerical error associated with the xed sampling rate (=12), which is used for all
the other regions. Therefore, the best cross-section reconstruction would be expected in
the radiating near-eld region provided that the xed sampling rate was considered.
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Table 2.1: The eects of a small feature on the scattered eld in dierent regions
Region Distance Field Changes
() (%)
1. Fraunhofer 2(D

)2 + 1 0.26
2. Fresnel 3
q
D
2
D
2
+ 1 16.7
3. Radiating Near-Field 1 22.01
4. Reactive Near-Field 1
2
10.41
2.6.2 Electromagnetic inverse scattering analysis
The schematic of the NFS system is illustrated in Figure 2.6 (a). The ROI was discretized
into the q number of elements. To simulate, the planar observation domain was located ran-
domly within the near-eld region over the X = 4:6 plane uniformly distributed between
 5:33 and +5:33 on Y direction (unless otherwise mentioned). Two dierent random
distributions were considered for both source discretization and observation points posi-
tions. First, the eects of the source-element distribution within an ROI were investigated
provided that n2 is the total number of the mesh element within the ROI. The n ranges
from 2 to 84, and the Green's function matrices are constructed for the source elements
(xs and ys were discretized uniformly between  2:3 and +2:3) and for the source elements
within ROI (xs and ys were distributed normally with zero mean and a standard deviation
of 2:3). The GFCCs for the source elements with uniform and normal distributions are
shown in Figures 2.6 (b) and (c).
Secondly, the eects of the receiving array antenna positions with the normal distribu-
tion, X = (4:6; 0:23), were investigated in the vicinity of the planar observation domain,
while the source elements distribution remained uniform. The GFCCs are illustrated in
Figure 2.6 (e). As can be observed, the GFCC for electromagnetic imaging systems can be
split into two parts: the linear regime and non-linear regime. The results were similar in
the linear regime of GFCCs for the uniform and normal distributions of source elements or
observation points, as shown in Figures 2.6 (c) and (e). The GFCCs for the uniform source
elements and observation points saturate in its non-linear regime as depicted in Figures
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2.6 (b) and (d). This means that the scattering tomography system with the uniformly
distributed sources and observation points can estimate up to 60 unknown sources while
the system with the randomly distributed sources and observation points does not suer
from such a limitation. The simulation results also indicate that the source elements dis-
tributed randomly (normal distribution) provide the higher DOU than the source elements
distributed uniformly. Increasing the number of source elements with random distribution
improves the DOU, while increasing the number of source elements with uniform distribu-
tion initially improves the DOU in its linear regime, and then becomes saturated.
The third simulation was developed to investigate how the DOU is aected by distance
between the OUT and the measurement domain. In this simulation, the measurement
plane was shifted closer to the OUT by 0:5 . The GFCCs for the original setting and the
shifted observation plane are illustrated in Figure 2.6 (f). As expected, when the measuring
probe got closer to the OUT, the DOU of the planar NFST system was improved.
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, an inverse source problem is formulated by projecting the scattered electric
elds and the VECS into the new subspaces spanned by the singular vectors. Dierentiating
between the signicant singular values and the less signicant ones, enables the author to
address the ill-conditioned nature of the inverse source problem and formulate its solution
by using the radiating singular bases. A simple and eective numerical approach is also
provided to characterize an electromagnetic inverse source scattering system based on a
discretized Green's function analysis. The simulation results conrm the eectiveness of
the electromagnetic inverse source problem characterization without any inversion.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 2.5: (a) Original object prole, (b) modied object prole, (c) scattered electric
eld in far-eld, (d) scattered electric eld in Fresnel region, (e) scattered electric eld in
radiating near-eld region, and (f) scattered electric eld in reactive near-eld region.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 2.6: (a) The planar NFS system schematic, (b), (c) GFCCs for uniform and nor-
mal source distribution, (d), (e) GFCCs for uniform and normal receiving array element
distributions, and (f) GFCCs for original source and shifted observation domain
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Chapter 3
Electromagnetic Inverse Scattering
Tomography Problem Formulation
3.1 Introduction
There is always a growing demand for high quality imaging systems (e.g. cameras). Gen-
erally speaking, the imaging modality resolution is inversely proportional to the size of
aperture [47]. The characteristic length-scale of the aperture can be increased articially
by repeating measurements at dierent illumination angles or frequencies.
The contrast factor was estimated using a single illumination in the previous chapter.
The contrast factor estimated using (2.19) is a very coarse approximation (2.9). A simple
tomographic reconstruction technique is proposed in this chapter by considering the data
measured from dierent illuminations and eliminating the outlier. In fact, the proposed
approach enables us to improve the DOU [100], enhance the contrast factor resolution by
eliminating the outlier, or increase the size of the aperture [47] articially.
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Electromagnetic inverse scattering tomography and gradient based boundary detection
are formulated in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Section 3.4 presents the electro-
magnetic inverse scattering tomography simulation results. Section 3.5 summarizes this
chapter.
3.2 Tomography Based on the Expected Radiating
Permittivity Prole
The reconstruction formulations of the radiating permittivity and radiating conductivity
proles are provided in this section. In this thesis, the radiating contrast factor, RAr , is
estimated for every illumination, and then, the expected radiating contrast factor, Exp,
is calculated by considering all of the estimated radiating contrast factors throughout the
experiment. If Re(:) and Im(:) are two functions that return the real part and imaginary
part of a complex number, respectively, the radiating permittivity prole and the radiating
conductivity prole can be obtained by using the expected radiating contrast factor and
(2.1),
RAr n = Re(
Exp
n + 1);
RAn =  !0 Im(Expn + 1);
(3.1)
where Expn for the various types of the NFST systems is dened below in the next four
subsections; RAr n and 
RA
n are the n
th element of the radiating permittivity prole and the
radiating conductivity prole of the ROI, respectively.
There are various tomography techniques. The tomography techniques can be clas-
sied into four general categories: multiple views, frequency sweeping, and two hybrids.
Multiple-view tomography is computationally less expensive than frequency sweeping since
the multiple-view tomography needs to construct the Green's function for a single frequency
while the frequency sweeping tomography needs to construct the Green's function for the
entire frequency sweeping range, a very computationally expensive task. On the other
hand, multiple-view tomography requires mechanical equipment to change the angle of the
incident eld while frequency sweeping tomography does not require such equipment. The
tomography system resolution can be improved by combining both the multiple-view and
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frequency sweeping tomographies. The expected radiating contrast factor reconstruction
formulations of the four tomography systems are provided in the next four subsections.
3.2.1 Multiple views
For isotropic dielectric, the radiating contrast factor remains unchanged regardless of the
incident angle, and the expected radiating contrast factor can be approximated,
Expn =
1
N
NX
i=1
R 1i

RAr n(i)
	
; n = 1; 2;    ; q (3.2)
where i is the i
th illumination angle, and R 1i f:g operator rotates RAr n(i) for i degree
to compensate for the rotation of the rotational stage and to move the rotated mesh
back to its original orientation. Since the OUT is assumed to be isotropic dielectric, the
electromagnetic properties of the OUT do not change when the illumination angle changes.
Thus, the contrast factor in each ROI element is averaged to eliminate the outliers and
errors (similar to Expectation-Maximization [42]).
3.2.2 Frequency sweeping
For non-dispersive dielectric, the radiating contrast factor remains unchanged within the
frequency sweeping range, and the expected radiating contrast factor is calculated by
computing the sample mean of RAr n estimated at dierent frequency and is dened as
follows:
Expn =
1
M
MX
j=1
RAr n(!j); n = 1; 2;    ; q (3.3)
where RAr n(!j) is the estimated radiating contrast factor in the n
th element at the !j
frequency. For dispersive dielectric, the Debye dielectric model can be used [8, 60].
3.2.3 Hybrid method: multiple views and frequency sweeping
The tomography system resolution can be improved by combining the multiple-view and
frequency-sweeping tomographies and increasing the number of measurements. For isotropic
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and non-dispersive dielectric, the radiating contrast factor remains unchanged within the
frequency-sweeping range and regardless of the incident angle, the expected radiating con-
trast factor is dened as follows:
Expn =
1
MN
MX
j=1
NX
i=1
R 1i

RAr n(i; !j)
	
; n = 1; 2;    ; q (3.4)
where RAr n(i; !j) is the estimated contrast factor in the n
th element for the i illumination
angle and the !j illumination frequency.
3.2.4 Hybrid method: frequency sweeping and multiple views
For isotropic and non-dispersive dielectric, the radiating contrast factor remains unchanged
within the frequency-sweeping range and regardless of the incident angle, the expected
radiating contrast factor is dened as follows:
Expn =
1
MN
NX
i=1
R 1i
(
MX
j=1
RAr n(i; !j)
)
; n = 1; 2;    ; q: (3.5)
Up to this point in the discussion, the expected radiating contrast factor reconstruction
has been formulated. In the next section, the reconstructed expected radiating contrast
factor will be used to determine the boundary of the OUT.
3.3 Boundary Detection
The boundary of the OUT can be determined by using the expected radiating contrast
factor. First, a low pass lter is applied to the expected radiating contrast factor for
minimizing the noise eects, and then, a threshold is applied to separate the background
and foreground. Next, the gradient of the thresholded expected radiating contrast factor
is calculated as follows:
f(~r0) = rT Exp(~r0)	 ; (3.6)
where T represents the threshold operation. The amplitude of the above gradient is dened,
B(~r0) = kf(~r0)k; (3.7)
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Figure 3.1: Gradient based boundary detection - 1D
and the normal unit vector to the boundary is n^b and is dened as,
n^b =
f(~r0)
kf(~r0)k : (3.8)
The amplitude of gradient shows the strength of the boundary, and the phase of gradient
represents the orientation of the boundary. For example, the gradient amplitude and the
gradient phase of Exp(x; y) represent the boundary and the orientation of the boundary
for a square cylindrical object as shown in Figure 3.1. The experimental results for the
boundary detection of the OUT (square cylinder) are presented in Section 5.3.2.
The expected radiating contrast factor may be distorted for high contrast and larger
sized OUTs due to ignoring the contribution of the non-radiating VECS in the calcula-
tion/formulation. The spatial derivative of the ROI also deviates from the original bound-
ary due to discretization of the source domain. The boundary error detection performance
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is aected by the contrast factor approximation error and quantization error. As a result,
boundary detection approximation error is unavoidable.
3.4 Simulation Results
In this section, the multiple-views tomography formulation was evaluated by reconstructing
the expected radiating contrast factor of an OUT. The OUT considered in this simulation
consisted of two sub-regions. As the proof of concept and to validate the eectiveness of the
reconstruction approach, the two sub-regions were assumed to have the same permittivity,
which was set to 1:25. The two objects were illuminated by plane waves at 900 MHz using
the nite element method (FEM). The discretized original OUT permittivity prole and the
OUT expected radiating contrast factor reconstructed by the multiple-views tomography
are illustrated in Figures 3.2 (a) and (b), respectively. The two sub-regions were successfully
reconstructed by using the information retrieved from the estimated radiating VECS. The
simulation conrmed that OUTs with a wavelength in size can be reconstructed using
the proposed multiple-views tomography approach. However, the error on estimating the
background medium permittivity and the value of the two subregions permittivities is
unavoidable due to having considered the radiating part of the VECS and ignoring the
non-radiating part of the VECS.
3.5 Summary
Estimated from a single illumination measurement by using the formulation provided in
Chapter 2, the contrast factor does not resemble the OUT and cannot be considered as
the true cross-section image of the OUT. For that reason, in this chapter, the author has
proposed the reconstruction of the expected radiating contrast factor involving multiple
measurements to improve the resolution. To reconstruct the expected radiating contrast
factor, four approaches have been provided in this chapter: the multiple-view, frequency
sweeping, and two hybrid tomographies. A simulation was conducted using the multiple-
view tomography on the medium-low contrast OUT, and the reconstructed results validate
that the expected radiating contrast factor can be considered as the true cross-section image
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of the OUT. Even though the image of the OUT is eectively approximated by using the
proposed formulation, the value of the expected radiating contrast factor does not properly
approximate the OUT permittivity prole since the non-radiating VECS is ignored. In the
next chapter, both the radiating and non-radiating parts of the VECS will be taken into
consideration to estimate the permittivity prole of the OUT accurately.
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Figure 3.2: (a) The original r, (b) its reconstructed 
Exp reconstructed by using tomog-
raphy based on illumination at dierent angles.
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Chapter 4
Electromagnetic Inverse Scattering
for Material Characterization
4.1 Introduction
The electromagnetic inverse source problem, the electromagnetic inverse scattering tomog-
raphy, and the boundary detection formulations are provided in Chapters 2 and 3. The
object imaging based on the expected radiating contrast factor was successfully evaluated;
however, the expected radiating contrast factor could not characterize the material under
test accurately. In this chapter, the novel permittivity prole estimation of an object with
piecewise permittivity prole and homogenous background is formulated by minimizing
the proposed non-radiating objective function.
Conventional dielectric prole estimation methods use Born's approximation at a pre-
liminary stage to solve the inverse scattering problem iteratively. The Born's approximation
initial guess has frequently been used to linearize the electromagnetic inverse scattering
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problem [27, 44, 45, 54, 112, 113, 115]. This is a good initial estimate for the eld inside
a low-contrast OUT as long as the OUT size is a fraction of a wavelength [44]. This ini-
tial guess eases the formulation of the inverse scattering problem. However, the Born's
approximation initial guess was found in [44] to be a problematic assumption for a large
size object (large in terms of wavelength).
The existing methods for solving the electromagnetic inverse source scattering problem
in the frequency domain can be categorized under two main approaches: radiating and
non-radiating.
The radiating approach takes into consideration only the radiating part of the VECS
and linearizes the electromagnetic inverse scattering problem. The radiating VECS is also
known as the minimum energy solution [90, 91]. In a typical radiating approach, the elec-
tromagnetic inverse scattering systems are linearized by iteratively solving for the internal
total electric eld using the invertible part of the electromagnetic scattering Green's func-
tion. The resulting linear equation can be solved for the radiating part of the VECS by
means of the pseudo-inverse, MSE [68, 85], singular value decomposition (SVD)[78], regu-
larization [83], statistical [7, 24], or Fourier (holography) [117] based approaches. Initial-
izing the internal total electric eld with the incident eld in the rst iteration transforms
the scattering problem formulation into a set of linear equations [27, 44, 45, 112, 113, 115].
In subsequent iterations, the permittivity and total electric eld are estimated iteratively.
Iterations continue until either the scattered eld estimation error or the contrast factor
estimation error drops below a certain threshold [27, 28, 32, 44, 45, 112]. The threshold
must rst be set heuristically [27, 28, 32, 75, 112]. The permittivity prole of an OUT
cannot be estimated with the radiating VECS alone. Signal-subspace optimization tech-
niques have been reported for permittivity prole estimation, which attempt to extend the
radiating objective function by minimizing the noise eects [25, 26, 76].
The second approach includes the non-radiating VECS conned within the boundary
of the OUT. This approach involves the null space of the Green's function matrix of the
scattering problems [17, 29, 48, 49, 50, 84, 91]. The internal scattered eld inside an object
is unmeasurable, and the non-radiating VECS cannot be obtained by using the invertible
part of the Green's function operator in the aforementioned linearized iterative schemes.
To the best of the author's knowledge, no approach based on the non-radiating part of the
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VECS for permittivity prole reconstruction has been proposed to date.
The new formulation for the inverse scattering problem is introduced, and the non-
radiating objective function is proposed for the permittivity prole estimation of an OUT
in the next two sections. Section 4.4 presents simulation results for the permittivity pro-
le estimation. A summary of the electromagnetic inverse source and inverse scattering
problems for permittivity prole estimation is provided in Section 4.5.
4.2 Inverse Scattering Object Characterization Prob-
lem Formulation
In this section, the author proposes an alternative approach for permittivity prole es-
timation of an unknown OUT based on a new non-radiating objective function. To do
so, an unknown OUT is considered to be made up of many homogenous regions whose
boundaries can be obtained by applying boundary detection (as described in Section 3.3)
either by using the expected radiating contrast factor or the constructed cross-section from
another imaging modality. It is necessary to emphasize that our goal is to estimate the
electromagnetic properties of unknown OUT, but not the non-radiating VECS.
Figure 4.1 shows the scattering tomography systems under consideration. The planar
and the cylindrical NFST system include an OUT, a transmitting antenna, and multiple
observation points (antenna array, R's). The ROI is considered as conned within the
OUT boundary, which is known as a priori. Generated by the impressed or known source,
~Jim, the total electric elds are measured on the observation domain located outside the
ROI in the presence of the OUT. The unknown OUT consists of many homogenous clusters
surrounded with a background medium.
The proposed approach estimates the permittivity prole using the data collected on
the observation domain. The proposed method is summarized as follows:
1. Measuring the incident electric elds on the observation domain of the NFST system
in the absence of the OUT,
2. Illuminating the OUT by the incident eld,
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.1: (a) A planar and (b) a cylindrical NFST systems
3. Measuring the total electric elds on the observation domain,
4. Estimating the permittivity prole by minimizing an objective function including
both radiating and non-radiating parts of the equivalent source.
The detailed formulation of the proposed approach will be described below, and the
focus will be given to the 4 th step of the proposed procedure in the following subsections
which follow. Scattered eld generated by the radiating part of the VECS is explained in
Subsection 4.2.1. Subsection 4.2.2 introduces the non-radiating contrast factor. For the
rst time, a new objective function called the non-radiating objective function is dened
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by employing the non-radiating contrast factor in Subsection 4.2.3.
4.2.1 Radiating VECS and radiating contrast factor
In this section, the radiating VECS and the radiating contrast factor are obtained by
solving the scattering equation for the total electric elds measured on the observation
domain. For a medium with a homogenous magnetic permeability prole, the total electric
eld in the NFST system satises the complex vector wave equation [8, 56]:
rr ~Etot   !200 ~Etot =  j! ~Jtot; (4.1)
where
~Etot = ~Einc + ~Escat; (4.2)
~Jtot = ~Jim + ~Jeq; (4.3)
and ~Etot, ~Escat, ~Einc, ~Jtot, ~Jim, and ~Jeq are the total electric eld, the scattered electric
eld, the incident electric eld, the total electric current density (total current source), the
impressed current source, and the VECS, respectively. The incident eld is generated by
~Jim in the absence of any scattering object. The scattered eld is generated by the VECS
in a homogeneous medium. The VECS was dened previously in 2.7.
VECS is decomposed in Section 2.5 into three parts: radiating, Non-radiating, and
noise. Provided that the noise in the NFST system is ignored, the VECS can be projected
onto two subspaces, namely radiating and non-radiating. as illustrated in Figure 4.2 and
the VECS can be written,
~Jeq = ~J
RA
eq + ~J
NR
eq ; (4.4)
where ~JRAeq and ~J
NR
eq are the radiating VECS and the non-radiating VECS vectors. The
radiating VECS can be physically interpreted as the parts of the induced currents that
superimpose their eects and generate scattered elds internally and externally. The non-
radiating VECS can be interpreted physically as the parts of the induced currents that
cancels out each other's eects outside an OUT (destructive interference) and superimposes
their eects inside the object (constructive interference).
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Figure 4.2: The VECS is projected onto the radiating and non-radiating subspaces.
Without loss of generality, for the 2D case with the TMz polarization as explained in
Section 2.2, the electric elds and the currents are scalars and these vector polarization are
linear and aligned with Z-axis. Thus, the VECS in the above equation can be rewritten as
follows
Jeq = J
RA
eq + J
NR
eq ; (4.5)
where JRAeq is the q  1 radiating VECS matrix, whereas JNReq is the q  1 non-radiating
VECS that is the remaining part of the equivalent source and does not generate any eld
outside the OUT [15, 16]. The inverse solution of equation (2.6) yields only the radiating
VECS as expressed in (2.15).
Almost all of the existing permittivity prole estimation techniques [2, 6, 23, 24, 27,
43, 58, 65, 66, 71, 72, 79, 83, 112, 115] are based on regularization to address the ill-
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conditioning and ill-posedness of the electromagnetic inverse scattering problems while
selecting the regularization parameter is done heuristically. A new concept for solving the
inverse scattering problem is introduced in the next subsection to alleviate the permittivity
prole estimation.
4.2.2 Non-radiating contrast factor
The author proposes the use of the non-radiating contrast factor for solving electromagnetic
inverse scattering problems by decomposing the contrast factor into two parts: the radiating
and the non-radiating,
r = 
RA
r + 
NR
r ; (4.6)
where RAr is the relative radiating contrast factor, and 
NR
r is the relative non-radiating
contrast factor. The radiating contrast factor can be physically interpreted as an visible
object while the non-radiating contrast factor can be physically interpreted as the invisible
object from the view point of an external observer. For example, a human being has
a physical body (visible part) and a soul (invisible part). The two parts do not exist
separately.
Subdivided [85, 94] into m0 number of homogenous sub-regions, the contrast factor of
an non-homogeneous region is dened as a q  q block diagonal matrix as follows,
r =
266664
1r 0    0
0 2r    0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0    m0r
377775 ; (4.7)
tr = 
t
r I ;where t = 1; 2;    ;m0;
I is the qt  qt identity matrix; m0 is the number of homogenous clusters within an OUT;
qt is the number of elements in the t
th sub-region of the OUT; the sum of all the qt's,
(t = 1; 2;    ;m0) is the total elements, q, which is considered for the contrast factor
estimation; and tr is a scalar that represents the t
th sub-region's contrast factor. The
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radiating contrast factor is entirely based on the radiating portion of the VECS, and for
each point, is dened as,
RA tr = J
RA t
eq =
 
j!0E
int RA t
tot

;where t = 1; 2;    ; q (4.8)
where JRA teq and E
int RA t
tot are the corresponding radiating VECS and the total electric eld
at a point denoted by t, respectively. The radiating internal total electric eld, Eint RAtot is
now dened by
Eint RAtot = Einc +G
int
e J
RA
eq : (4.9)
The Green's function matrix, Ginte , is evaluated for the observation points inside the
OUT. Note that the radiating contrast factor estimated above is one of the two parts of the
contrast factor (4.6). To nd the contrast factor or permittivity prole, the non-radiating
part in addition to the non-radiating part of contrast factor needs to be determined as
described in the next section.
4.2.3 Non-radiating objective function
The non-radiating part of the VECS cannot be obtained by solving the scattering equation
directly, as the non-radiating part of the VECS generates zero electric eld outside an OUT.
The radiating VECS rigorously reproduces the external scattering eld but fails to provide
the correct internal scattered eld via the scattering equations inside an object, particularly
for the high-contrast OUT. Hence,
Eextscat = G
ext
e J
RA
eq ; (4.10)
Eintscat 6= Ginte JRAeq ; (4.11)
where Eextscat and E
int
scat are the p  1 external scattered eld matrix and the q  1 internal
scattered eld matrix, respectively. Gexte is the p  q external Green's function matrix
wherein the mth row and nth column element of the external electric eld Green's function
matrix, Gexte mn, is obtained using (2.8):
Gexte mn =  j!
R
ROIn
Ga(~rm; ~r
0)d~r0; (4.12)
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and Ginte is the q q internal Green's function matrix wherein the mth row and nth column
element of the internal electric eld Green's function matrix, Gexte mn, is obtained using (2.8):
Ginte mn =  j!
R
ROIn
Ga(~r
0
m; ~r
0)d~r0; (4.13)
where ~r0m is the position vector locating at the m
th element within the ROI, and the ROIn
represents the nth discretized element of the ROI while the ROI is conned within the
scatterer boundary. The non-radiating part of the VECS does not generate any elds
outside the OUT [16],
0 = Gexte J
NR
eq : (4.14)
The solutions to Equation (4.14) form the null space of the electromagnetic Green's
function operator. Therefore, the VECS from (4.5) is non-unique.
The proposed method is described in the following. The internal scattered eld can be
expressed in terms of the radiating and non-radiating parts of the total VECS within the
OUT:
Eintscat = G
int
e
 
JRAeq + J
NR
eq

: (4.15)
The total internal scattered eld, Eintscat, can be decomposed into two parts [51, 52],
namely, the radiating internal scattered eld, Eint RAscat , and the non-radiating internal scat-
tered eld, Eint NRscat ,
Eintscat = E
int RA
scat + E
int NR
scat ; (4.16)
where
Eint NRscat = G
int
e J
NR
eq : (4.17)
Equations (4.2), (4.3), (2.7) and can then be rewritten as follows by considering (4.5),
(4.6), (4.16), and boundary conditions:
Einttot = Einc + E
int RA
scat + E
int NR
scat ;
Jtot = Jim + J
RA
eq + J
NR
eq ;
Jeq = j!0(
RA
r + 
NR
r )(Einc + E
int RA
scat + E
int NR
scat ):
(4.18)
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The radiating VECS formulation can be written in a matrix form based on (4.8),
JRAeq = j!0
RA
r (E
int RA
tot ): (4.19)
The non-radiating VECS can be obtained by replacing the VECS and the radiating
VECS from (4.18) and (4.19), respectively, into (4.5):
JNReq = j!0
 
(RAr + 
NR
r )E
int NR
scat + 
NR
r E
int RA
tot

; (4.20)
where based on (4.9),
Eint RAtot = Einc + E
int RA
scat : (4.21)
The non-radiating VECS given by (4.20) contains two unknowns, namely the non-
radiating contrast factor, NRr , and the non-radiating internal scattered eld, E
int NR
tot .
Using (4.17) and (4.20), the non-radiating internal scattered eld can be expressed in
terms of the non-radiating contrast factor as below:
Eint NRscat = j!0Q G
int
e 
NR
r E
int RA
tot ; (4.22)
where Q is
Q =
 
I  j!0Ginte (RAr + NRr )
 1
; (4.23)
and Equation (4.20) can now be rewritten, as
JNReq = j!0(
RA
r + 
NR
r )
 
j!0Q G
int
e 
NR
r + j!0r
NR

Eint RAtot : (4.24)
To approximate contrast factor, Equations (4.14), (4.6), and (4.24) should be solved
simultaneously to determine the non-radiating contrast factor and the contrast factor.
For this purpose, rather than trying to solve (4.14) directly, the contrast factors that
minimize the non-radiating objective function are the minimum norm solution to the
inverse problem. Thus, the optimum answer to the permittivity prole estimation is the
contrast factor minimizing the proposed function and is expressed as follows:
r = arg
n0
min
i=1
 
RNR(J
NR i
eq )

; (4.25)
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where RNR(:) is the non-radiating objective function, is the `
2-Norm of the external scat-
tered eld due to the non-radiating VECS, and is dened as
RNR(J
NR i
eq ) = kGexte JNR ieq k; (4.26)
and
JNR ieq = j!0
i
r
 
j!0Q
i Ginte + j!0

(ir   rRA)Eint RAtot ; (4.27)
and
Qi =
 
I  j!0Ginte ir
 1
; (4.28)
ir is 
RA i
r , and n
0 are the diagonal contrast factor matrix and the diagonal radiating
contrast factor matrix for the i th test permittivity set, respectively. The contrast factor of
an inhomogeneous region is dened as follows:
ir =
266664
i 1r 0    0
0 i 2r    0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0    i m0r
377775 ; (4.29)
i tr = 
i t
r I ;where
(
t = 1; 2;    ;m0
i = 1; 2;    ; n0 ;
where I is the qt  qt identity matrix; qt is the number of elements in the t th sub-region of
the OUT; and i tr is a scalar that represents the t
th sub-region's contrast factor from the i th
test permittivity set. Equation (4.25) in conjunction with (4.27) can be considered as the
accurate objective function formulation for estimating the contrast factor. The simulation
results conrm that a unique contrast factor can be obtained by using Equation (4.25) in
conjunction with (4.26) and (4.27).
The proposed objective function based on the non-radiating VECS includes a single
unknown, the total contrast factor, while the radiating objective function linearized by
applying the Born's approximation initial guess includes two unknowns, the total contrast
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factor and the internal total electric eld. To perform permittivity prole estimation,
the search space dimension for the proposed approach is (n0), whereas the search space
dimension for the Born iterative approach is (2  n0). The search dimension space asso-
ciated with the Born's approximation based approach is two times larger than the search
dimension space associated with the proposed approach. Therefore, the search complexity
for the proposed approach is half of the Born iterative approach complexity. An interest-
ing aspect of the above proposed approach is that the minimum norm solution provides
the unique contrast factor that is not aected by the non-uniqueness of the non-radiating
VECS problem.
4.3 Non-radiating Objective Function Applications
The proposed non-radiating objective function, (4.26), can be used to solve the inverse
scattering problem for dierent applications, such as the electromagnetic property esti-
mation, object localization, and boundary detection of an OUT. The permittivity prole
estimation and object localization applications are presented below. Permittivity prole
estimation and object localization are achievable by minimizing the non-radiating objective
function in Subsections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, respectively.
4.3.1 Permittivity prole estimation
Monte Carlo approach minimizes (4.26) by searching over the solution space since (4.26) is
inherently non-linear and non-convex while the conventional gradient-based optimization
techniques fail to minimize the non-convex objective function [102].
The existing permittivity prole estimation methods' formulations [6, 24, 27, 44, 51,
65, 66, 70, 112] include two unknowns, the total contrast factor and the internal total
electric eld. The Born iterative method's objective function is converted to a linear one
by initializing one of the unknowns, the internal total electric eld. However, there is no
such simplication in the proposed objective function, and the objective function remains
not only non-linear but also is non-convex.
By decomposing the contrast factor into the radiating part and the non-radiating part,
the non-radiating objective function introduced in [102] simultaneously satises four crite-
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ria. The non-radiating objective function has only one unknown, the total contrast factor.
The search space dimension for the objective functions with two unknowns is two times
larger than the search space dimension of the non-radiating objective functions. Thus, the
search complexity for the proposed approach is half of the exiting approaches.
Monte Carlo based non-radiating objective function minimization is utilized for esti-
mating the object's permittivity prole. The search algorithm is based on the Monte Carlo
method [42] for searching the global minimum within the solution space. The author in-
tends to illustrate that the Monte Carlo method can be successfully used to minimize the
non-radiating objective function for permittivity prole estimation. The object's boundary
is considered as a priori. It is also necessary to emphasize that our goal is to estimate the
permittivity prole, but not the non-radiating VECS.
The non-radiating objective function is non-convex and has distinctive minima, so the
conventional optimization methods cannot be employed for solving it because the conven-
tional techniques would get trapped in a local minimum. Minimizing (4.26) allows us to
estimate the contrast factor of the OUT. The non-radiating objective function minimiza-
tion was dened previously in (4.25).
The proposed search algorithm for the permittivity prole estimation is as follows:
1. Set i = 0, and choose randomly the n0 sets of them0 contrast factors from the solution
space.
2. Calculate the probability (P = e 
RNR(
i
r)
T ) of acceptance for each set. T is a temper-
ature parameter for controlling the uphill moves.
3. Select the best candidate with the highest probability of success (0), and discard
the n00 number of the candidate contrast factor sets with the lowest probability out
of the n0 sets, and replace them with the n00 new sets randomly drawn.
4. Set i = i + 1. Accept the contrast factor set if P = 1 as the solution to the min-
imization problem, and terminate; otherwise, select the candidate with the highest
probability of success (i+1).
5. If i < Imax, go to Step 3; otherwise, set i = 1 and if T > Tmin, follow the schedule by
reducing the T value. Go to Step 3; otherwise terminate. Imax , Tmin, and 
0 = Imax
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are predetermined.
The above Monte Carlo iterative algorithm has been successfully utilized for permit-
tivity prole estimation through simulation as depicted in Section 4.4.3.
4.3.2 Object localization
NFST system operational frequency increases as technology progresses. Higher resolution
is now achievable thanks to the higher frequency sources. The NFST system calibration
plays an important role to achieve better resolution in practice. One of the essential cal-
ibrations is to nd the location of the OUT and/or the rotation center precisely in the
NFST system. This will ensure that accurate Green's function matrices are constructed.
The processes used to locate the OUT and the center of its rotation axis are reported as
the sources of the error for the tomographic image reconstruction [43]. The point matching
technique between the measured data and simulated data has been employed to locate the
OUT in 2:45 GHz [43, 58]. In this scenario, the wavelength is 112 mm, and the acceptable
displacement error tolerance would be in the range of 20 mm (=6). The manual distance
measurement, the OUT localization, for low frequencies is generally achievable. For that
reason, the Green's function matrix generated from the manual distance measurements is
reliable at these frequencies. However, when the NFST system operational frequency in-
creases, more accuracy is required. Such accuracy is not achievable manually. For example,
if the NFST system operational frequency reaches 500 GHz, the acceptable displacement
tolerance would be in the range of 100 m. This accuracy cannot be achieved without
employing a high resolution displacement sensor. Using a high resolution displacement
sensor at that range is not only very expensive, but the NFST system implementation will
also be very complex. For that reason, a low cost and ecient localization approach for
the NFST system calibration process is needed.
The tomography based reconstruction error due to the rotation axis or the OUT po-
sition deviation from its real position can be minimized by using the object localization.
Determined in the calibration stage (as explained later in Section 5.2), the center of the
NFST system rotation axis is obtained by localizing a calibration sample whose shape and
boundary are known. It is necessary to re-emphasize that our goal is to localize an OUT,
but not to estimate the non-radiating VECS.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: (a) Planar NFST coordinate system and (b) scanning over the ROI.
Figure 4.3(a) shows the general coordinate in a planar NFST system. A known object is
placed in the sample holder. The object is illuminated with a known incident eld and the
electric eld is measured on an observation domain. Figure 4.3(b) illustrates n locations
(L1, L2,   , and Ln) where the scattering object might lay provided that n is the number
of test locations considered for localization.
The OUT can be localized by rewriting the non-radiating objective function as follows,
r0 = arg
n0
min
i=1
 
RlocNR(c
0
i)

; (4.30)
where RlocNR(:), r

0, and c
0
i represent the non-radiating objective function for object localiza-
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tion, the estimated object location, and the OUT location in the ith position corresponding
to the Li, respectively. For example, for the purposes of calibration, the permittivity prole
and the contrast factor of the calibration object are known; instead, the OUT location is
unknown. The non-radiating objective function for object localization is similar to (4.26)
and is dened
RlocNR(c
0
i) =
Gext ie JNR ieq  ; (4.31)
and
JNR ieq (r
0
i) = j!0r
 
j!0Q
i Gint ie + j!0

(r   rRA)Eint RAtot ; (4.32)
Qi =
 
I  j!0Gint ie r
 1
; (4.33)
where Gext ie is the p  q external Green's function matrix wherein the mth row and nth
column element of the external electric eld Green's function matrix, Gext ie mn, is obtained
using (4.34):
Gext ie mn =  j!
R
ROIn
i
Ga(~rm; ~r
0
i)d~r
0
i; (4.34)
and Gint ie is the q  q internal Green's function matrix wherein the mth row and nth
column element of the internal electric eld Green's function matrix, Gint ie mn, is obtained
using (4.35):
Gint ie mn =  j!
R
ROIn
i
Ga(~r
0
m; ~r
0
i)d~r
0
i; (4.35)
and ROIni represents the n
th discretized element of the ROIi. The ROIi is conned within
the Li scatterer boundary whose center is located on c
0
i.
4.4 Simulation Results
To validate our assumption about decomposing the contrast factor into two complementary
parts, the electromagnetic scattering and inverse scattering problems for a low-contrast, a
high-contrast, and a non-homogenous OUT were simulated. Their results for the internal
radiating and non-radiating parts of the VECS, scattered eld, and contrast factor for
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the low-contrast, high-contrast, and non-homogeneous OUT are compared and discussed
in Subsection 4.4.1. The eectiveness of the proposed non-radiating objective function is
validated for the permittivity estimation by using the exhaustive search and Monte Carlo
iterative algorithm in Subsections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, respectively. The non-radiating objec-
tive function based object localization is evaluated in Subsection 4.4.4 through extensive
simulations.
4.4.1 Radiating contrast factor versus non-radiating contrast fac-
tor
In this subsection, the contributions of the radiating contrast factor and the non-radiating
contrast factor are studied for solving the inverse scattering problem for a low contrast
medium and a high contrast OUT. To do so, the contrast factor of the OUT is decomposed
into two complementary parts: radiating contrast factor and the non-radiating contrast
factor. Provided that the OUT consists of the two sub-regions, the sub-regions are assumed
to have the same permittivity, which was set to 1:25 for the low contrast case and 6:00
for the high contrast case unless otherwise is mentioned. To justify why the non-radiating
VECS, non-radiating internal scattered eld, and non-radiating contrast factor should be
taken into consideration for estimating the permittivity prole of a high contrast OUT,
the radiating and non-radiating parts of the VECS, internal scattered eld, and contrast
factor in a low contrast OUT and a high contrast OUT are compared next.
Figures 4.4 (a) and (b) represent the discretized low-contrast and high-contrast cases,
respectively. In the gures, for the sake of better visualization, 1000 discretized VECS,
the internal scattered elds, and the contrast factor elements out of the 5824 elements are
illustrated in 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8.
As shown in Figures 4.4 (a) and 4.4 (b) for the discretized permittivity prole, the
quantization errors can be observed on the OUT boundaries and appear as the artifacts in
spike form in the VECS, scattered eld, and contrast factor as shown in Figures 4.6, 4.7, and
4.8, respectively. For the low contrast medium, the radiating VECS, the radiating internal
scattered eld, and the radiating contrast factor are dominant, and the non-radiating VECS
and the non-radiating contrast factor are negligible, as shown in Figures 4.6 (a), 4.7 (a),
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Figure 4.4: The scattering tomography system (a) the low contrast scatterers, OUT1 = 1:25
and OUT2 = 1:25, and (b) the high contrast scatterers, OUT1 = 6:00 and OUT2 = 6:00.
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Figure 4.5: The discretized non-homogenous scatterers r1 = 3:00 and r2 = 6:00.
and 4.8(a).
For the high contrast medium, the radiating VECS, and the radiating contrast factor
are not dominant. Instead, the non-radiating VECS and the non-radiating contrast factor
provide a better representation of the correct VECS and contrast factor to some extent,
as shown in Figures 4.6 (b) and 4.8 (b). These simulation results conrm the fact that
although the electromagnetic inverse scattering problem can be solved based on the radi-
ating VECS for a low contrast object, it is not directly applicable to a high contrast OUT.
On the other hand, considering both the radiating contrast factor and the non-radiating
contrast factor can substantially improve the solution to the permittivity prole estimation
problem formulation for either a low-contrast or high-contrast OUT.
4.4.2 Permittivity prole estimation based on exhaustive search
In this subsection, the proposed approach for permittivity prole estimation was evaluated
by conducting an exhaustive search over the permittivity range known for a particular
application (i.e. dental application). The relative permittivities of tooth enamel and
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Figure 4.6: Total, radiating, and non-radiating VECS (a) low contrast medium, r = 1:25,
and (b) high contrast medium, r = 6:0.
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Figure 4.7: Total, radiating, and non-radiating internal scattered eld (a) low contrast
medium, r = 1:25, and (b) high contrast medium, r = 6:0.
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Figure 4.8: Total, radiating, and non-radiating contrast factor (a) low contrast medium,
r = 1:25, and (b) high contrast medium, r = 6:0.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: Wisdom tooth (a) 3D and (b) cross section (Courtesy of Professor Je Orchard).
dentine have been measured by using THz spectroscopy in [13] and were reported as 9:36
and 6:60, respectively. The permittivity prole of a tooth can be represented with a number
of homogenous sub-regions. For example, a X-ray CT tooth and its cross section is shown in
Figure 4.9 (a) and (b), respectively. The cross section consists of two piecewise sub-regions
and a homogenous background.
A 2D problem and a region bounded by a circle with a radius of 10=3 was considered.
The 255 observation points were distributed uniformly on the perimeter of the circle to
ensure enough samples to accurately capture the full scattered electric eld. To prevent
the inverse crime scenario [116], the electromagnetic scattering problem was independently
simulated using an FEM. The FEM was used to illuminate the OUT with a plane wave
and to collect data (the total electric eld) at the observation points. The collected data
generated independently by FEM was used and considered as the input for the permittivity
prole estimation. The proposed approach was veried by its application to two dierent
cases as explained below.
In the rst case, a cylindrical NFST system with the geometrical conguration shown in
Figure 4.10(a) was considered. The OUT included two homogenous sub-regions, OUT1 and
OUT2, in a free space background. The rst sub-region was a circular cylindrical dielectric
one wavelength in diameter, and its center lay at (0:6; 1:8). The second sub-region was
a rectangular cylindrical dielectric of which each side was one wavelength wide, and its
center lay at ( 0:6; 1:8). Without loss of generality, the OUT was considered to be
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lossless dielectric and was divided into 5810 elements.
To verify the performance of the proposed approach for estimating the permittivity
prole of a low-contrast object, rst, the object whose discretized permittivity prole
is shown in Figure 4.4(a) was illuminated by a plane wave. The scattering was solved
independently once by FEM, and data was collected at the observation points. The search
space can always be restricted to the prior known range of a dielectric structure. For
example, if the approach is applied to a tooth structure, and its relative permittivity range
is known for tooth enamel and dentine, the search space is bounded within this range
(between 1:0 and 10:0). Conducting an exhaustive search over the permittivity range
enabled the author to distinguish between the tooth enamel and dentine sub-regions in
this particular example. Figure 4.11(a) presents the proposed objective function based on
the non-radiating VECS for the object with two sub-regions with the test permittivities
ranging from 1:25 to 9:00 (n0 = 961). The top (x-y) view of the objective functions is
shown in Figure 4.11(b). As depicted in Figure 4.11, the non-radiating objective function
is minimal when the estimated permittivity of the two regions is 1:25, which was the correct
value.
Secondly, the performance of the proposed objective function for estimating the per-
mittivity prole of a high-contrast object was investigated by conducting an exhaustive
search over the known permittivity range. As shown in Figure 4.4(b), the high-contrast
object was illuminated by a plane wave. The non-radiating objective function for the
object with two sub-regions with the permittivities ranging from 1:25 to 9:00 (n0 = 961)
is presented in Figure 4.12. As shown in Figure 4.12, conducting the exhaustive search
over the non-radiating objective function within the known permittivity range enables the
author to estimate the relative permittivity of the OUT1 and OUT2 regions as 6:00, which
is the correct value.
Next, the performance of the proposed non-radiating objective function for estimating
the permittivity prole of an object including two sub-regions with dierent permittivity
values was investigated. The permittivity prole of the OUT under test is shown in Figure
4.5. As illustrated in Figures 4.13(a) and (b), the non-radiating objective function is non-
convex and has distinctive minima when the relative permittivities of the OUT1 and OUT2
regions were, respectively, 3:00 and 6:00, which are the correct values.
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Figure 4.10: Cylindrical NFST system geometrical conguration including the OUT with
(a) two sub-regions and (b) three sub-regions.
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Figure 4.11: Non-radiating objective function vs the relative permittivities of OUT1 and
OUT2 (a) the 3D view and (b) the top view.
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Figure 4.12: Non-radiating objective function vs the relative permittivities of OUT1 and
OUT2 (a) the 3D view and (b) the top view.
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Figure 4.13: Non-radiating objective function vs the relative permittivities of OUT1 and
OUT2 (a) the 3D view and (b) the top view.
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In the second case, the performance of the proposed approach was evaluated for the
object including more than two homogenous sub-regions. In this case, the cylindrical
NFST system with the geometrical conguration of Figure 4.10(b) was considered. The
OUT, included three homogenous sub-regions: OUT1, OUT2, and OUT3 in a free space
background. The rst sub-region was a circular cylindrical dielectric with a diameter of one
wavelength centered at (0:6; 1:8). The second sub-region was a rectangular cylindrical
dielectric with one wavelength side centered at (1:5; 1:5). The third sub-region was
a rectangular cylindrical dielectric with a half wavelength width and a wavelength length
centered at ( 1:8; 0). The OUT are subdivided into 5046 elements.
The performance of the proposed non-radiating objective function for estimating the
permittivity prole of a high-contrast object was studied. The high-contrast OUT permit-
tivity prole under test is shown in Figure 4.14(a). The non-radiating objective function for
the object with three sub-regions, with permittivities ranging from 1:25 to 9:00 (n0 = 729)
are presented in Figure 4.14(b). The non-radiating objective function was minimal when
the relative permittivity of regions OUT1, OUT2, and OUT3 is 6:00, which is the correct
value.
Then, the performance of the proposed approach for estimating the permittivity prole
of an object including three sub-regions with dierent permittivity values as shown in
Figure 4.15(a) was investigated. The non-radiating objective function for the object with
three sub-regions is presented in Figure 4.15(b). The non-radiating objective function was
at minimum when the permittivity prole amplitudes of regions OUT1, OUT2, and OUT3
were, respectively, 3:00, 5:00 and 8:00, which are the correct values.
So far, the proposed approach was veried for noise free data. To evaluate the proposed
approach performance with noisy data, the high-contrast object with the permittivity
prole shown in Fig 4.4b was illuminated with a plane wave, and a white Gaussian noise was
added to the FEM simulation results. The non-radiating objective function was evaluated
by sweeping the relative permittivity with the 0:25 step size between 1 and 9 for the
following signal to noise ratio (SNR): 60dB, 40dB, 20dB, 10dB, 5dB, 3dB, 2dB, 1dB.
The results indicated that the minimum values for the non-radiating objective function
occured at the correct relative permittivity ( r = 6) for the 60dB, 40dB, 20dB, and 10dB
SNRs, but it deviated from the true relative permittivity when the SNR drops below 10dB,
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Figure 4.14: (a) The permittivity prole, r 1 = 6:00; r 2 = 6:00; and r 3 = 6:00; and
(b) the non-radiating objective function.
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Figure 4.15: (a) The permittivity prole, r 1 = 3:00; r 2 = 5:00; andr 3 = 8:00; and (b)
the non-radiating objective function.
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as shown in Fig 4.16a. Thus, the permittivity prole estimation based on the proposed
approach was also valid for noisy measured data. The permittivity prole estimation error
for the 5dB, 3dB, and 2dB SNRs was 8%, and for the 1dB SNR was 14%, as shown in Fig
4.16b.
All the above tests were conducted by employing an exhaustive search to nd the
minimal value of the non-radiating objective function across the search space. Since the
exhaustive search was computationally expensive and very time consuming, the Monte
Carlo iterative algorithm was used next to estimate the permittivity prole of the OUT by
minimizing the non-radiating objective function.
4.4.3 Permittivity prole estimation based on Monte Carlo
The performance of the Monte Carlo iterative algorithm for permittivity prole estimation
was investigated through simulation. The two discretized objects, including a dielectric
circular cylinder (circ = 6:00) and a dielectric rectangular cylinder (rect = 3:00), in free
space background are shown in Figure 4.17(a). An FEM was used to illuminate the OUT
with plane waves, and then data was collected at the observation points. The non-radiating
objective function over the search space is non-convex and has distinctive minima as il-
lustrated in simulation results in Figure 4.13(a). Figure 4.17(b) depicts the MSE of the
permittivity prole estimation for the 34 iterations. The results indicate that objects' per-
mittivity were successfully estimated (circ = 6:00 and rect = 3:06) by using the Monte
Carlo iterative algorithm.
The simulation results indicate that the proposed approach can be successfully applied
to both low-contrast and high-contrast permittivity proles of a large object (in terms of
wavelength). The simulation results illustrate that the proposed approach can correctly
estimate the permittivity prole of the OUT in a noisy measurement environment.
4.4.4 Object localization
The scattering was simulated by using an FEM at the 100 GHz frequency. The ROI
was discretized into 1546 elements. The observation domain was a plane with the 20:3
length away from the OUT. The calibration object was considered as a homogenous Teon
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Figure 4.16: (a) Non-radiating objective function vs. relative permittivity for di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SNR and (b) permittivity prole estimation error vs SNR.
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Figure 4.17: (a) Object discretized permittivity prole and (b) the relative MSE of the
permittivity prole estimation.
dielectric circular cylinder. The circular cylinder with 4:8 in diameter lay at ( 0:020 m,
0:0 m). The scattered eld collected over 206 points on the observation domain is illustrated
in Figure 4.18(a). Based on the scattered eld collected on the observation domain, the
non-radiating objective function was calculated when the representation of the OUT sweeps
over the ROI, as shown in Figure 4.18(b). Sweeping spans over the X and Y axes are 10
and 20 with a wavelength step, respectively. The non-radiating objective function over the
sweeping span was minimal at x =  0:020 m and y = 0:000 m location, which represents
the correct location of the OUT. As observed, the non-radiating objective function slope is
mostly very smooth for the OUT localization. By minimizing the non-radiating objective
function and applying the calibration sample information, the author was able to localize
the OUT. Furthermore, the above process could be used for the planar NFST system
auto-calibration through the non-radiating objective function minimization.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.18: (a) The scattered eld collected at the observation plane and (b) the non-
radiating objective function over the ROI .
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4.5 Summary
Permittivity prole estimation is the main goal of this dissertation. Since the electro-
magnetic inverse problem is ill-posed, and its solution is not unique, decomposing the
contrast factor into the radiating and non-radiating parts enables us to work around the
ill-posed nature to formulate a novel approach for estimating the electromagnetic prop-
erties of an OUT. The non-radiating part of the contrast factor was considered as the
non-trivial solution to the null-space of the inverse problem, which has many solutions.
This chapter formulates an eective approach for the permittivity prole estimation by
minimizing the proposed non-radiating objective function. Through extensive simulation,
the permittivity prole estimation formulation was tested and evaluated successfully for
low-contrast, high-contrast, and non-homogenous OUTs. The simulation results conrmed
that the proposed approach can be successfully utilized for permittivity prole estimation
of a piecewise object with a known boundary within the homogenous background by using
the measurements obtained from a single illumination.
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Chapter 5
Near-Field Scattering Tomography
System
5.1 Introduction
For the last fty years, dierent imaging modalities have been developed. Depending
on the shape of the observation domain, the millimeter wave imaging modalities can be
classied [58] into two main categories: planar imaging and non-planar imaging. A very
brief review of the existing microwave planar imaging modalities reported in literature is
presented below.
A planar system for coherent 1D projection imaging was implemented [9, 10] using
azimuth scan. The next planar system for 2D projection imaging was developed in [61, 62,
73, 74]. A spiral antenna and a rectangular open waveguide were used as the transmitting
and receiving antennas [73], respectively at 3:24 GHz. In the system reported in [74], a
two-port network analyzer was used to measure the amplitude and phase of the reection
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coecients, S11, and the transmission coecients S21 at 3:9 GHz. The transmitter and
receiver antennas were moved by two independent X-Y translation stages for scanning on
the elevation and azimuth planes. The S11 and S21 parameters were employed to construct
the 2D projection images. Water was used as the background medium (lossy medium with
high permittivity) for the imaging system to reduce the multipath propagation eect and
lower the OUT contrast in [73, 74].
Planar microwave computerized tomography was implemented without considering
diraction or scattering phenomenon in [40] by using two helical antennas at 1 GHz, and
the conductivity image of a phantom sample was constructed based on the back-projection
technique. Since they assumed that microwave signals propagate through an OUT in a
straight line, the transmitting and receiving antennas were moved around the stationary
OUT over 180, similar to CT. In [19], by using the same approach at 3 GHz, an open
waveguide and horn antenna were employed as transmitting and receiving antennas, re-
spectively. Located in front of a horn antenna, a printed circuit dipole array was used as
an electronic mask for raster scanning the electric elds over the horn aperture [88]. Even
though the electronic raster scan might make the measurement process faster than a me-
chanical scan over the horn aperture, the system using the dipole array suers from a few
drawbacks: 1) the dipole array scanning span is limited due to the horn aperture's size, 2)
the measurement elds were disturbed by the dipole array placed adjacent to the receiving
antenna, 3) the dipole elements of the array were cross-talked, and 4) coupling between
the dipole array and the horn antenna was unavoidable. Later, the system was improved
by moving the dipole array away from the receiving horn antenna in [89] to minimize the
coupling eect between the array and the horn antenna. Dierent calibration techniques
for diraction tomography were discussed in [58] for improving the system further.
A planar scattering tomography system was developed by using two sets of transmitters
and receivers, scanning the OUT in the parallel planes, and measuring incident elds and
total elds simultaneously in water [39]. The rotatable OUT was placed between one set of
transmitter and receiver while another set was used for the incident-eld measurement. The
scattered elds were calculated by using the microwave circuit for subtracting them [39],
and then, the Born's approximation and the Rytove's approximation were used to obtain
the permittivity prole. Not only was implementing the second set of transmitter and
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receiver for measuring incident elds overloading the system, but measuring the incident
elds every time could also make the system less reliable because 1) aligning the two sets
of transmitters and receivers identically is very hard (if not impossible for high frequency),
and 2) any misalignment injects error into the system through the scattered eld.
The above microwave diraction and scattering tomography systems were water-based.
To have images with higher resolution, a higher frequency is recommended; higher frequen-
cies increase the electric eld attenuation in water [106]. Thus, for any higher frequency
measurements, nding an alternative background medium with less attenuation was nec-
essary.
Background water was eliminated in [5] to achieve a higher frequency range between
5 GHz and 9 GHz; two horn antennas were used as the transmitting antenna and the
receiving antenna. The transmitter and receiver were moved simultaneously in two parallel
planar planes similar to [39]. The sample shapes were not estimated accurately since the
scattering signal propagation phenomenon and the diraction eect were not taken into
consideration.
Here, the author will introduce and implement the proposed NFST systems at the W-
band frequency range. The frequency range enables us to minimize the multipath eects.
To reduce the multipath eects further, the transmitting antenna in the proposed systems
is kept stationary, and the probe moves over the measurement domain. The proposed
systems do not use any dipole array as in [19, 58, 89]. Thus, the systems do not suer from
the errors due to the eld disturbance caused by the dipole array, cross-talk among the
dipole elements, or coupling between the dipole array and the antenna. Furthermore, in
contrast with the system reported in [39], the incident eld is measured in the absence of
the OUT once using the same transmitting and receiving antennas during the calibration
stage, and no special alignment is required for the incident eld measurement other than
that conducted for the total eld measurement.
Section 5.2 presents the NFST systems including the calibration, implementation, and
operational procedures in detail, and then, the experimental results are illustrated in Sec-
tion 5.3. Section 5.4 summarizes this chapter.
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Figure 5.1: Planar NFST system block diagram.
5.2 Planar and Cylindrical Near-eld Scattering To-
mography Systems
The novel planar and cylindrical NFST systems are proposed in this section. The block
diagram of the proposed NFST concept is shown in Figure 5.1. The incident eld remains
unchanged at all time in the proposed systems; instead, the OUT orientation is changed by
utilizing a rotational stage as if the OUT is illuminated from dierent angles, and/or the
incident eld frequency is swept within the W-band frequency range. A full rotation (360)
is employed to minimize the shadowing eects for the multiple-view tomography system.
The multipath eects are controlled by conguring the system at the W-band frequency
range in free space.
The planar NFST system was implemented and extensively evaluated by experiments.
A picture of the implemented planar system picture is shown in Figure 5.2, and its modules
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Figure 5.2: Implemented planar NFST system setup picture.
are labeled in Figure 5.3.
The cylindrical NFST system was implemented and its picture is illustrated in Figure
5.4. The cylindrical NFST system evaluation is under progress. The advantages of the
proposed NFST system over the reported planar near-eld systems are eliminating the
mulipath eects and the redundant incident eld measurements. Electromagnetic waves in
the W-band frequency range have the shorter wavelength than radio waves and microwaves.
The microwave absorber used to control the multipath eects were much thinner than
the lower frequency range. As a result, the thin microwave absorber for the W-band
frequency range enabled the author to do the near-eld measurement without the need
for an Anechoic chamber or water as a background medium for controlling the multipath
eects.
The NFST implementation and operation consist of the following steps:
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Figure 5.3: Planar NFST system with the components labeled.
Step 1) System calibration,
Step 2) Scanner initialization,
Step 3) The scattering parameter measurement and electric eld calculation,
Step 4) Estimation of the radiating part of the contrast factor,
Step 5) Changing illumination angle and/or frequency and repeating the above measure-
ments for dierent angles,
Step 6) Calculation of the radiating permittivity prole and the radiating conductivity
prole,
Step 7) Boundary detection,
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Figure 5.4: Implemented cylindrical NFST system setup picture.
Step 8) Electromagnetic property estimation of the OUT.
Step 1, system calibration, includes
1. Initializing the system,
2. Discretizing of the ROI as shown in Figure 5.1,
3. Aligning the transmitting antenna eective aperture, the receiving antenna eective
aperture, and the OUT lateral surface (for the 2D case) with the accuracy of half
the maximum mesh size in the ROI or better,
4. Localizing the rotation axis center and/or the OUT in the scan coordinate system
(X, Y, Z) [86, 103],
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5. Determining the S21-to-Etot conversion factor [44],
6. Measuring the incident electric eld over the ROI and the measurement domain, and
7. Calculating the LRAD using a calibration sample as expressed in Section 2.5.
In Step 2, all of the measurement variables are initialized, and then, the scanner moves to
the corresponding measurement location in the X, Y, and Z coordinates. In Step 3, the
scattering parameters are measured using a network analyzer, and then, the total electric
eld is calculated by using the S21-to-Etot conversion factor. In Step 4, the radiating
part of the contrast factor is estimated by the method described in Section 2.5. In Step
5, the OUT is either illuminated by the incident eld either at dierent angles until a
full rotation is completed and/or dierent frequency until the frequency range are/is fully
scanned depending on the tomography type, and the expected radiating contrast factor
is reconstructed through the appropriate process (dependent on the tomography type) as
explained in Section 3.2. In Step 6, the radiating permittivity prole and the radiating
conductivity prole are calculated from the expected radiating contrast factor. In Step
7, the OUT boundary is detected by using the reconstructed expected radiating contrast
factor as depicted in Section 3.3. In the last step, the total relative contrast factor is
estimated by using the detected boundary as formulated in Section 4.2.
The NSI Near-eld Sub-millimeter Wave scanner was used for the raster scanning over
the measurement plane with the spatial accuracy of 25 m. The Keysight (formerly Agi-
lent) PNA-X Microwave Network Analyzer and OML millimeter wave modules were used
for S-parameters measurement. Shown in Figure 5.2, the tomography setup designed and
built in-house provides the exibility for aligning the transmitting antenna eective aper-
ture, the receiving antenna eective aperture, and the OUT lateral surface accurately.
Within the imaging setup, thin microwave absorber can be used to control the mulipath
eects at the W-band frequency range. An in-house developed code was used to collect
the measured data, estimate the radiating contrast factor, and reconstruct the scatterer's
permittivity prole and the conductivity prole.
The scattering elds are generated by the VECS [8, 56], which are conned within
the OUT boundary. The VECS acts as a distributed source radiating scattering eld in
free space. Depending on the distance between the measurement probe and the OUT, the
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Figure 5.5: Reactive near-eld and radiating near-eld regions inverse scattering regions.
NFST systems, in general, can be classied into two categories: reactive near-eld as in [5]
and radiating near-eld as in [46, 49, 86]. The two categories are depicted in Figure 5.5.
Our implemented planar NFST system was evaluated by extensive experiments as dis-
cussed in the next section. The implemented cylindrical NFST system evaluation will be
conducted in the near future.
5.3 Experimental Results
In this section, the eectiveness of the implemented planar NFST system is evaluated
by reconstructing the expected radiating contrast factor and the radiating permittivity
prole in Subsection 5.3.1, and then, an OUT boundary extraction result is presented in
Subsection 5.3.2.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Large size Teon (a) rod and (b) bar.
5.3.1 Planar NFST system evaluation: Expected radiating per-
mittivity prole construction
The implemented planar NFST system was evaluated by reconstructing the expected ra-
diating contrast factor and radiating permittivity prole of the samples by conducting
measurements in two regions, namely the radiating near-eld and far-eld regions. For the
planar NFST, the author used two samples: a Teon rod with 19:28 mm diameter, and a
Teon bar with 13 mm sides, as shown in Figures 5.6(a) and (b), respectively. By locating
the object 16 mm away from the measurement probe, the radiating near-eld scattering
tomography was performed on the two objects. Throughout these experiments, the ROI,
was a 5cm  5cm area on the X-Y plane; the measurements were conducted along the
Y-axis, and its span was set to 20 cm. The incident electric eld polarization was linear
and aligned with Z-axis.
For the rst two experiments, the ROI mesh size was one-seventh of wavelength, and
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Figure 5.7: MSE for boundary detection
the measurement span was subdivided into 175 segments.
In the rst experiment, the rod with the 19:28 mm diameter was illuminated with a
plane wave at a frequency of 75 GHz, and the incident angle was varying in ve degrees
steps. The measured Einc, Etot, and Escat are shown in Figure 5.8 (a) for the incident angle
 = 0. To maximize the expectation of detection the bar boundary, the LRAD is obtained
by minimizing the MSE of the contrast factor for detecting the rod boundary. The MSE
curve is shown in Figure 5.7, which indicates the rst 17 singular values representing the
most signicant values. The scattered electric eld and the VECS were projected into
a new subspace spanned by the rst 17 singular scattered electric eld and the VECS
orthonormal vectors (bases), respectively.
The rod reconstruction results are shown in Figure 5.9. The real boundary of the
object is shown by a dashed line. The sharp discontinuity, which enables us to distinguish
an OUT within the ROI, on the contrast factor and conductivity prole closely represents
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the sample boundary in Figures 5.9 (a), (b), and (d). By knowing the object boundary, the
contrast factor (including the radiating and the non-radiating parts) could be estimated by
the method as described in Chapter 4 . The uctuation in the radiating contrast factor, the
radiating permittivity prole, and the radiating conductivity prole was due to considering
only the radiating part of the VECS while ignoring the non-radiating parts.
The aforementioned measurements were repeated for the second OUT, a dielectric bar
with the rectangular cross-section of sides 13mm wide. The measured elds are shown in
Figure 5.8 (b), and the bar construction results are shown in Figure 5.10. Some artifacts are
noticeable in the reconstructed expected radiating contrast factor of the Teon bar due to
the roughness of the Teon bar sides. The original sample boundary (dashed line) and the
estimated one are in a good agreement, as shown in Figures 5.10 (b) and (c). It is obvious
that the expected radiating contrast factor and the radiating permittivity prole can be
used to identify the boundary of the object in Figures 5.10 (b), and (c). Figures 5.9 (c) and
5.10 (c) show that the radiating permittivity prole estimation errors over the boundary
of the OUT are large. The errors are mainly due to the fact that the radiating part of the
VECS only was considered. This conrms the simulation results from Subsection 4.4.1 that
the non-radiating permittivity prole of the OUT should be added to the radiating part
to minimize the permittivity prole estimation error. By minimizing the non-radiating
objective function, the non-radiating permittivity prole will be automatically taken into
consideration, and the electromagnetic properties of the ROI can be estimated accurately
as discussed in Chapter 4.
For the next three experiments, the ROI mesh size was one-eighth of a wavelength, and
the measurement span was subdivided into 241 segments at the frequencies of 75 GHz and
90 GHz. A Teon rod with the 3:22 mm diameter and bar with the 3:22 mm sides were
used for the next three experiments.
In the third experiment, two separately isolated sub-regions of the OUT were placed in
the ROI (multiple scattering). The two sub-regions were the aforementioned Teon rod and
bar located 33:8 mm away from each other. The sub-regions were illuminated with the plane
waves at the aforementioned frequencies. The OUT reconstruction results are shown in
Figure 5.11. Both scattering objects are localized, and their boundaries are approximately
determined using the radiating contrast factor and the radiating permittivity prole as
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shown in Figure 5.11.
In the fourth experiment, the Teon rod with the 3:22 mm diameter was illuminated
with the plane wave at the aforementioned frequencies. The distance between the mea-
surement plane and the object was set to 33:8 mm for the far-eld scattering tomography.
The rod reconstruction results are shown in Figure 5.12. The radiating permittivity prole
of the smaller sized objects was smoother than the larger size objects since the object with
a size smaller than a wavelength has less phase uctuation than an object with a larger
size. Additionally, as shown in Figures 5.12 (c) and (d), the radiating permittivity prole
error outside the OUT at 90 GHz is less than at 75 GHz. The results conrm that the
constructed radiating permittivity prole has a higher resolution at higher frequencies.
In the fth experiment, the Teon bar with the 3:22 mm sides was illuminated with
the plane wave. The bar reconstruction results are shown in Figure 5.13. The results were
very interesting because the object shape was reconstructed more accurately at a higher
frequency than a lower frequency by using the implemented planar NFST system. As we
expected, the radiating permittivity prole constructed at 90 GHz had higher resolution
than the permittivity prole reconstructed at 75 GHz since the edges and the corners were
more distinguishable at 90 GHz than 75 GHz. In other words, the reconstruction errors
for the permittivity prole at 90 GHz were less than at 75 GHz.
The results, partially shown in Figures 5.10 (b) and 5.13 (a), conrm that higher res-
olution can be achieved using the radiating near-eld based planar scattering tomography
than the far-eld based planar scattering tomography. The results also conrm the fact
that the DOU of the planar NFST system is improved by moving the receiving antenna
closer to the OUT as discussed before in Section 2.3.
5.3.2 Boundary detection
The Teon bar with the rectangular cross-section of sides 13 mm wide was used for test-
ing the conventional gradient based boundary detection approach. To do so, rst, the
background of the constructed expected radiating contrast factor was ltered as shown in
Figure 5.14 (a), and then, a threshold was applied to the ltered expected radiating con-
trast factor to mask the foreground, as well. The binarized image is illustrated in Figure
5.14 (b). The conventional gradient based boundary detection technique was applied over
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the binarized image as explained in Section 3.3, and the 1D and 2D boundary detection
results are shown in Figures 3.1 and 5.14, respectively. The results show that the boundary
of the Teon bar was detected with a fairly good approximation. Having the robust non-
radiating objective function and the initial boundary approximation enables us to improve
the boundary detection substantially by using the adaptive boundary detection technique,
Active Contour, for either low-contrast or high-contrast OUTs.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, planar and cylindrical NFST systems were proposed for object imaging
and material characterization. The planar NFST system's calibration and operational pro-
cedures were discussed. The planar and cylindrical NFST systems are the rst scattering
tomography systems implemented at the W-band frequency range in free space without
the need for an Anechoic chamber or water as the background medium. The planar NFST
system reconstructs the expected radiating contrast factor of the region of interest and de-
termines the boundary of the OUT. The planar NFST system was evaluated by extensive
experiments, and the results conrmed the fact that higher resolutions can be achieved in
the near-eld region than the far-eld.
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Figure 5.8: Total, incident, and scattered electric elds for the near-eld measurements of
the large Teon (a) rod and (b) bar.
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Figure 5.9: The radiating parts of the reconstructed (a) contrast factor 3D, (b) contrast
factor 2D, (c) permittivity prole, and (d) conductivity prole 2D.
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Figure 5.10: The radiating part of the bar's reconstructed (a) contrast factor 3D, (b)
contrast factor 2D, (c) permittivity prole, and (d) conductivity prole 2D.
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Figure 5.11: Multiple objects planar scattering tomography results: The radiating parts
of (a) contrast factor at 75 GHz, (b) contrast factor at 90 GHz, (c) permittivity prole at
75 GHz,and (d) permittivity prole at 90 GHz.
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Figure 5.12: Teon rod far-eld scattering tomography results: The radiating parts of (a)
contrast factor at 75 GHz, (b) contrast factor at 90 GHz, (c) permittivity prole at 75 GHz,
and (d) permittivity prole at 90 GHz.
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Figure 5.13: Teon bar far-eld scattering tomography results: The radiating parts of (a)
contrast factor at 75 GHz, (b) contrast factor at 90 GHz, (c) permittivity prole at 75 GHz,
and (d) permittivity prole at 90 GHz.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.14: (a) The ltered, (b) foreground, and (c) the detected boundary of the expected
contrast factor of the OUT
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This dissertation proposes a new solution to the electromagnetic inverse scattering
problem for estimating the electromagnetic properties of an object under test (OUT) by
decomposing its permittivity prole into two complementary parts. The proposed method
formulates the tomographic image construction of the OUT based on a discrete modal
analysis of the spatial Green's function representation of the scattering system. The author
also presented the implementation and operational procedures for a new planar near-eld
scattering tomography (NFST) system for object imaging and material characterization.
This thesis paves the road for future research on the applications of the electromagnetic
inverse scattering for various types of imaging including medical imaging and, particularly
dental near-eld tomography system.
In this chapter, the thesis is summarized in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 discusses the
possible future directions of research in the eld of electromagnetic inverse scattering and
the NFST system development.
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6.1 Summary and Contributions
In this dissertation, the electromagnetic inverse scattering problem formulation based on a
discrete modal analysis was outlined. The scattered electric eld and the volume equivalent
current source (VECS) are projected onto the new subspaces spanned by the orthonormal
bases, which are obtained by using singular value decomposition. The new bases of the
VECS are classied into three categories: radiating, non-radiating, and noise. Since the
VECS orthogonal coecients are not stable beyond the LRAD threshold index, the radi-
ating bases are successfully employed to construct the expected radiating contrast factor
of the region of interest (ROI), through which the boundaries of the samples are eec-
tively determined for a low-contrast OUT. The experimental results conrm that better
tomographic imaging resolutions can be achieved, and the OUT boundary can be better
approximated by using higher frequencies.
The author has also proposed a novel approach for solving the electromagnetic inverse
scattering problem to make the solution unique by introducing the non-radiating contrast
factor and the non-radiating objective function. The ill-posedness nature of the electromag-
netic inverse scattering problem has been improved by considering the two complementary
parts of the OUT contrast factor: the radiating contrast factor and the non-radiating
contrast factor. In the rst step, the boundary of the OUT is obtained by using the ex-
pected radiating contrast factor obtained from the measurement outside the OUT. Even
though the solution to the inverse source problem is non-unique, the proposed method
yields the correct and unique permittivity prole of an unknown object by minimizing
the non-radiating objective function while applying the boundary information. The pro-
posed non-radiating objective function can be used for both low-contrast and high-contrast
permittivity proles with even large size objects. The method has been veried by exten-
sive simulations. The proposed approach has a much smaller number of unknowns and
is, therefore, computationally more ecient than the permittivity prole estimation ap-
proaches based on the existing linearized objective function. The Monte Carlo iterative
algorithm is employed to minimize the non-radiating objective function for permittivity
prole estimation. Minimizing the non-radiating objective function does also enable one
to locate an OUT and calibrate the near-eld scattering tomography (NFST) system. The
simulation results depict that the proposed approach can estimate the permittivity prole
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of an OUT with a known boundary in a noisy environment.
Planar and cylindrical NFST systems are proposed and implemented for object imag-
ing and material characterization in this dissertation. The planar and cylindrical NFST
systems are the rst scattering tomography system that overcomes the multipath eects at
the W-band frequency range in free space without the need for an Anechoic chamber. The
planar NFST system was also evaluated by extensive experiments. The NFST systems can
characterize the material's electromagnetic properties for a low-contrast and high-contrast
object under test (OUT) provided that the OUT boundary is obtained by either the system
itself (for low-contrast objects) or another imaging modality (for high-contrast objects).
The NFST system can empower an existing imaging modality (i.e. CT scanner) to recon-
struct an image with an extra dimension (permittivity) in addition to conductivity while
preserving spatial information.
6.2 Future Work
This dissertation provides a highly promising and robust approach for future research in
the eld of electromagnetic inverse scattering as applied to object imaging, object localiza-
tion, boundary detection, and material characterization, as well as for the NFST system
development. The future research work can be extended into the ve main directions as
explained below. Each recommendation is referenced to section/s of this dissertation.
6.2.1 Extending the NFST system
 Formulate, simulate, and evaluate the 3D electromagnetic inverse source problem for
object imaging (Sections 2.2, 3.2, and 5.2),
 Enhance the NFST system resolution by compensating for the probe eects and
retrieving the evanescent wave more accurately (Sections 2.2 and 5.2),
 Evaluate the accuracy and eectiveness of the cylindrical NFST system experimen-
tally (Section 5.2),
 Build a stand-alone near-eld tomography system (Section 5.2).
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6.2.2 Improving the planar NFST system
 Automate the planar NFST system measurement (Section 5.2),
 Characterize the OUT material experimentally (Sections 4.2 and 5.2 ),
 Employ frequency sweeping tomography for object imaging, boundary detection,
and/or permittivity prole estimation (Sections 3.2, 4.2, and 5.2),
 Compare the multiple-views, frequency sweeping, and hybrid tomography for bound-
ary detection and permittivity prole estimation (Sections 3.2 and 5.2),
 Extend the inverse scattering formulation for dispersive materials by using Debye
dielectric model or a Kalman lter to compensate for the permittivity variation due
to the frequency changes (Sections 3.2 and 5.2).
6.2.3 Enhancing electromagnetic inverse scattering based object
imaging
 Study the permittivity prole estimation error due to the boundary approximation
(Sections 3.3, 4.2, and 4.3),
 Compare the proposed algorithm with the multiplicative regularized contrast source
inversion (MR-CSI) for boundary detection and/or permittivity prole estimation
(Sections 3.2, 3.3, 4.2, and 4.3),
 Compare the proposed algorithm with the Gauss-Newton Inversion algorithm for
boundary detection and/or permittivity prole estimation (Sections 3.2, 3.3, 4.2,
and 4.3),
 Investigate the two-objects reconstruction success rate with respect to the distance
between the two objects (Section 3.2,),
 Approximate the OUT boundary by using the Active Contour approach for minimiz-
ing the non-radiating objective function (Sections 3.2 and 3.3).
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6.2.4 Improving the proposed approach for estimating electro-
magnetic properties of the material
 Investigate what the minimum sampling rate would be needed to capture evanescent
wave in the reactive near-eld region (Section 2.6.1),
 Apply Particle ltering to improve the OUT localization performance (Section 4.3.2),
 Determine the optimum solution to the inverse scattering problem for the conduc-
tivity prole estimation without sacricing the accuracy of the permittivity prole
estimation (Sections 2.2 and 3.2),
 Study the inversion-less extension of the proposed approach for permittivity prole
estimation (Section 4.2),
6.2.5 Combining the NFST system and existing imaging modal-
ity towards a hybrid system
 Utilize the hybrid tomography for boundary detection and permittivity prole esti-
mation (Sections 3.2, 3.3, 4.2, and 5.2),
 Use a phantom object cross-section reconstructed by CT to construct the 5D tomo-
graphic image of an object by estimating its electromagnetic properties (Sections 3.2,
4.2, and 5.2),
 Use a tooth cross-section reconstructed by CT to construct a 5D tomographic image
of a tooth by estimating its electromagnetic properties (Sections 3.2, 4.2, and 5.2).
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Appendix A
Publication
Here follows, the list of publications produced during this research:
Patents:
S. Shahir, M. Mohajer, J. Orchard, and S. Safavi-Naeini, \Non-radiating Volume Equiv-
alent Current Source Technique for Non-destructive Material Characterization," United
State Patent 61609426.
Refereed Journal Papers:
S. Shahir, B. Semnani, G. Ra, J. Orchard, and S. Safavi-Naeini, \A Planar Near-Field
Scattering Tomography System," submitted, 2015.
S. Shahir, M. Mohajer, A. Rohani, and S. Safavi-Naeini, \Permittivity Prole Estimation
based on Non-radiating Equivalent Current Source," Progress In Electromagnetic Research
B, Vol. 50, pp. 157-175, 2013.
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Refereed Conference Papers:
S. Shahir, J. Orchard, and S. Safavi-Naeini, \Towards Five-dimensional Imaging Us-
ing Near-Field Scattering Tomography System," Annual Biophysical Society Meeting of
Canada, accepted, 2015.
S. Shahir, J. Orchard, and S. Safavi-Naeini, \Monte Carlo based Non-radiating Objective
Function Minimization for Permittivity Prole Estimation," IEEE International sympo-
sium on antenna and propagation, accepted, 2015.
S. Shahir, G. Ra, J. Orchard, S. Safavi-Naeini, \In Vitro Dental Near-Field Tomogra-
phy based on Electromagnetic Inverse Scattering," USNC-URSI Radio Science Meeting,
accepted, 2015.
S. Shahir, A. Taeb, G. Ra, J. Orchard, S. Safavi-Naeini, \Electromagnetic Inverse Scat-
tering based Object Imaging and Characterization," USNC-URSI Radio Science Meeting,
2014.
S. Shahir, J. Orchard, and S. Safavi-Naeini, \Scatterer Localization based on the Non-
Radiating Equivalent Source (2D Case)," IEEE International symposium on antenna and
propagation, pp 1924-25, 2014.
S. Shahir, M. Mohajer, J. Orchard, and S. Safavi-Naeini, \Electromagnetic Inverse Scat-
tering System Characterization based on Greens Function Analysis," IEEE International
symposium on Antennas and Propagation, pp. 346-347, July 2013.
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